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AGREEMENT made and entered lOla by and between the MONROE-WOODBURY 
CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). and the 
MONROE-WOODBURY TEACHERS ASSOCIATION (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Association"). 
ARTICLE I. TAYLOR LAW NOTICE 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF 
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREOF. SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE 
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
ARTICLE II. RECOGNITION 
The Monroe-Woodbury Board of Education (hereinafter referred to as the "Board"), 
hereby recognizes the Association as the exclusive bargaining agent for aU 
teachers, teaching assistants, school counselors, school psychologists, social 
workers and full-time permanent substitutes but excluding all other employees. 
Such unchallenged recognition shall continue for the maximum period permissible 
by law. 
The contractual provisions set forth in this document are applicable to all teaching 
assistants and only those provisions that are specific to teaching assistants are set 
forth in the supplemental attached to this collective bargaining agreement. 
ARTICLE III. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
A.	 This Agreement shall constitute the full and complete commitments between 
both parties and may be altered, changed, added to, deleted from, or 
modified only through the voluntary, mutual consent of the parties in a written 
and signed amendment to this Agreement. 
B.	 This Agreement shall supersede any inconsistent rules, regulations, or 
practices of the District. and conditions of any previously negotiated 
agreement. 
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C.	 Any individual arrangement, agreement, or contract bet'vVeen the District and 
an individual teacher, heretofore or hereafter executed and related to the 
terms of this Agreement, shall be consistent with the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement. If such individual agreement, arrangement or contract 
related to the terms of this Agreement contains any language inconsistent 
with this Agreement, this Agreement, during its duration shall be controlling. 
D.	 If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement to any 
teacher or group of teachers shall be found contrary to law, then such 
provision or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting except to 
the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or applications shall 
continue in full force and effect. 
E.	 Copies of the Agreement shall be reproduced by the District and distributed 
to all teachers and professional staff members now employed or hereafter 
employed by the District within one month after its execution, or upon 
employment if that occurs later. In addition, thirty (30) copies of the 
Agreement will be supplied to the Association for its use. The cost of the 
paper shall be shared equally by the District and the Association 
ARTICLE IV. NEGOTIATING PROCEDURES 
The Association and the District shall establish procedures and dates for 
negotiations by the end of the second full school week in January. 
ARTICLE V. JOINT COMMITTEES 
In the event the parties mutually agree that there is a need to study a particular 
area, they shall form a joint committee composed of an equal number of 
representatives designated by each side for this purpose. Meetings shall be held at 
mutually convenient times. Recommendations of any such committee shall be 
forwarded to the superintendent and a copy shall be given to the Association. 
ARTICLE VI. ASSOCIAliON RIGHTS 
A.	 The agenda and minutes of Board meetings will be forwarded to the Association 
and posted in each building on faculty bulletin boards by the Association. 
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B.	 Provided space is, and continues to be available, the District, as a courtesy 
to the Association, shall grant the Association the use of a room in the school 
district to be used as an Association office. The Association shall furnish the 
room and be responsible for all maintenance. 
C.	 The District will extend permission to the Association for the use of school 
bUildings for meetings of the Association provided they do not interfere with 
the normal routines of the school system. Clearance for said use must be 
made through the building administrator. 
D.	 The agenda for the first District-wide faculty meeting will be planned by an 
informal meeting composed of a representative of the Association and the 
Administration prior to August 15th . 
E.	 The Association shall be invited to participate in the planning of all District­
wide conferences through informal meetings with the Administration. 
F.	 The Association will receive a copy of the monthly treasurer's report, the 
Annual Financial Report, the audit report, and the submilled budget at no 
cost to the Association, and a copy of the monthly printout of the 
expenditures and encumbrances of the District. 
G.	 Leave with pay shall be granted to designees from the membership of the 
Association. Proportional representation for the Representative Assembly 
will require two (2) days per delegate and three (3) days for the Association 
President. Other days to be used for attendance at the Committee of 100 
yearly meeting is allowed up to 2 days for 2 delegates or Association 
business as determined by the President of the Monroe-Woodbury Teachers 
Association. 
Teachers elected to represent the District at the annual retirement 
convention shall be granted leave with pay for lhat purpose. 
Additional days relating to the instruction and curriculum development may 
be granted upon approval by the Superintendent. 
H.	 Except in emergencies, the President of the Association will not be called 
upon by the Administration for Association business during the school day. If 
a meeting with the Administration is necessary during the school day, the 
District will provide coverage. 
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The Association will remit to the District, prior to August 15 of each school 
year, the amount of $8,500 for the first instructional period of release time for 
the Association President and $1,500 for the second period of instructional 
release time for the Association President, if that teacher has a secondary 
building, special area or District-wide special area class/assignment 
schedule. In the event that the Association President is an elementary 
classroom teacher, the Association remittance will secure that teacher a 
release from classroom and lor duty assignments up to an aggregate 
equivalent of two 45-minute time periods. If the President of the Association 
is a secondary grade level teacher (7·12), the District will continue its 
practice of releasing that person from homeroom and other duty obligations. 
I.	 Any staff member who is employed by NYSUT, NEA, or AFT may be granted 
a leave of absence without payor benefits for up to two (2) years. Upon 
return to the District. such employees will be placed in a position either the 
same or comparable to that held prior to such leave. 
J.	 The Association, with the prior approval of the building administrator, or 
hislher designated representative, will be permitted to use duplicating 
machines and computers reserved for faculty use in school buildings and 
audio-visual equipment, provided, however, that such equipment is not 
otherwise in use, the equipment is used at reasonable times and on school 
property for legal Association activities, and the Association provides its own 
materials. 
In addition, the Association shall assume full responsibility for any repairs 
necessitated by the negligent use of this equipment and shall reimburse the 
District for same. 
K.	 The Association may distribute materials dealing with proper and legitimate 
business of the Association through teachers' mailboxes, provided said 
material is signed or the source of such material is identifiable, the 
Association assumes a\lliability for its contents, and a courtesy copy is given 
to the building principal. The Association shall arrange for the method of 
distribution with each building principal. 
L.	 Provided that space continues to be available, the Association shall have the 
right to use designated Association bulletin boards in each school for the 
purpose of posting materials dealing with the proper and legitimate business 
of the Association, provided such material is signed or the source of such 
material is identifiable, and the Association assumes full liability for its 
contents. 
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ARTICLE VII. TEACHER FILES 
A.	 No material derogatory to a teacher's conduct, service, character or 
personality shall be placed in his/her personnel file or communicated to a 
third party unless the teacher has had an opportunity to review the material. 
The teacher will receive a copy of said material and will acknowledge that 
he/she has had an opportunity to review the material by affixing his/her 
signature to the copy to be filed with the express understanding that such 
signature does not necessarily indicate agreement with the contents thereof. 
B.	 Teachers shall have the right to submit a written answer to such material to 
the administrator within ten (10) school days and if submitted, it shall be 
attached to the file copy and entered with the material and initialed by the 
administrator. 
C.	 Teachers shall have the right upon reasonable notice to review the contents 
of their personnel files and to make, at cost, copies of any documents 
contained therein. 
D.	 A teacher shall have the right to have an Association representative with 
him/her when reviewing his/her files. 
E.	 Confidential information shall be excepted from the provisions of this article. 
F.	 No grievance forms or responses shall be placed in the teacher's file. 
ARTICLE VIII. SALARIES AND TERMINAL LEAVE PAY 
A	 The District and the Association agree to the salary schedules and longevity 
increments contained in the attached Appendix "A-1" for teachers with the 
following understanding about salary schedule movement: 
1.	 Teachers hired prior to September 15, 2010 will advance on the salary 
schedule as follows: 
a.	 Members on Step 14 in 2009-2010 will advance to Step 17 in 
2010-2011 and then will advance one step per year thereafter. 
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b.	 Members on Step 13 in 2009-2010 will advance to Step 15 in 
2010-2011, then to Step 17 in 2011-2012, and then will 
advance one step per year thereafter. 
c.	 Members on Step 12 in 2009-2010 will advance to Step 14 in 
2010-2011 and then will advance one step per year thereafter. 
d.	 Members on Steps 11 and below in 2009-2010 will advance 
one step per year through Step 13. After completing Step 13, 
each member will advance to Step 15 and then will advance 
one step per year thereafter. 
e	 All teachers hired after September 15, 2010 will advance on the 
salary schedule one step for each year of service. 
2	 Any teacher hired prior to September 15, 2010 who IS sUbsequently 
laid off and then recalled from the PEL shall be considered an 
employee hired before September 15, 2010 for the purposes of salary 
schedule placement and movement. 
B.	 The District payroll plan consists of twice monthly paychecks for all unit 
employees with the option of a 20 or 24 pay dates schedule for all. Effective 
with the 2006-2007 school year, all regular salaries are paid during the 10­
month work year, as earned. 
C.	 In-Service Credits 
For each two (2) semester hour credits gained pursuant to the Administrative 
Procedures "Credit for In-Service Courses" (Teacher Handbook pg. 3), a 
teacher will receive payment equivalent to the rate paid for one approved 
graduate credit, except that for in-service courses so designated by the 
District the teacher shall receive payment for one (1) graduate credit for each 
semester hour of in-service credit. Payment for in-service credits shall be 
made as earned. provided the appropriate documentation is submitted by 
October 15th . 
In-service semester hour credit will be calculated by applying the formula of 
fifteen (15) contact hours required for one in-service semester hour credit. 
No video/self-directed projects will be used for in-service semester hour 
credit.	 After January 1, 1999, no video self directed projects, or video 
correspondence courses/projects will be approved for or applied as in­
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service semester hour credit. Distance learning projects must contain a 
"regular" course structure as that relates to the opportunity for class 
interaction. Such distance learning proposals must be approved prior to 
registration, by an Assistant Superintendent. 
D. In-Service Workshops 
Teachers who teach In-Service Courses and/or formal parent workshops 
which are approved by the Central Administration shall be compensated at 
the rate of $35.00 per hour for approved class time. Effective July 1, 2013, 
the compensation rate shall be $36.00 per hour; and effective July 1,2014, 
the compensation rate shall be $37.00 per hour. 
E. Approved Credits 
1.	 Payment for approved graduate credits will be at the rate of $50 per 
semester hour in blocks of ten (10) credits only. Effective JUly 1, 2013, 
the rate per semester hour in blocks of ten (10) credits only will be 
$5100; and Effective July 1,2014, the rate per semester hour in blocks of 
ten (10) credits only will be $52.00. As of JUly 1, 1979, teachers will 
receive graduate credit for blocks of (10) only until they reach one of the 
columns on the salary schedule. Thus, teachers will be paid only BA+1 0, 
20, 30, etc. Those falling between these columns shall suffer no 
reduction for earned credits and shall receive their $50 per credit for 
those credits approved prior to June 30, 1979, which fall between the 
columns. Movement thereafter, however, shall be limited to the 10-credit 
blocks or onto one of the existing lanes in the salary schedule. 
For teaching staff hired after January 1, 1999, all graduate credits taken 
to satisfy the requirements of the Masters degree, will constitute 
placement on the Masters degree column. Only regular course credits 
listed on official transcripts, subsequent to or not a part of the Masters 
degree, and submitted to the District before the appropriate deadline, will 
be used toward schedule column change and/or for 10 credit blocks as 
per paragraph F below. 
Credits will be approved only if directly related to the teacher's 
assignment in the District or the certification area in which they are 
teaching provided, however, that any teacher may take up to a maximum 
of three (3) graduate credits in the field of administration and any member 
of the unit who receives a stipend for supervising other members of the 
unit may take up to a maximum of twelve (12) graduate credits In the field 
GIL 
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of administration during their career as a teacher. Such credits must be 
from an accredited university. The Administration shall not arbitrarily or 
capriciously deny approval. Approval of course work to be applied to the 
ten (10) credit blocks, shall take into account the changing expectations 
of the classroom teacher in such areas as Special Education/Inclusion 
and Parent/Community Communications. No video self-directed projects 
or video correspondence, or correspondence courses/projects will be 
approved for or applied to graduate credit salary calculations, unless the 
course carries graduate credit and is so listed on the person's official 
grade transcripts from the college or university. 
Teachers who have received approval prior to September 1, 1977 for 
courses which do not qualify under the guidelines set forth above shall 
continue to receive credit for those courses already approved. 
Courses taken subsequent to June 30, 1977 involvin9 courses which do 
not qualify under the guidelines outlined in paragraph "1" above shall be 
approved only if they are part of a program for which courses were 
approved prior to June 30, 1977. Upon the completion of such program, 
the guidelines of paragraph "1" shall govern. 
"Program", as used herein, shall not include any courses subsequent to 
the next degree received by the teacher. 
In order for a teacher to receive additional compensation for any courses 
taken, such courses must be first approved by the building principal and 
the appropriate Assistant Superintendent. Such applications will be 
available in each building. Course approval forms not submitted prior to 
the start of the graduate course (or in-service course) will delay crediting 
the course, for payroll purposes, until the subsequent year. 
2.	 Payment will be authorized only after the receipt of a transcript validating 
satisfactory completion of the work. 
3.	 Two (2) noncumulative in-service credits will be granted, during the 
following year, to each cooperating teacher for each student from other 
than a State University or other institution which grants remuneration or 
other credit. 
4.	 Approved credits for undergraduate courses taken for additional 
certification shall be credited at three undergraduate credits being 
equivalent to two in-service credits upon completion of certification. 
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5.	 Effective July 1, 2010, approved non-degree graduate credits shall be 
limited to a maximum of 15 credits each semester (Fall, Spring, and 
Summer). 
F. Advanced Degrees 
1.	 Masters and Doctors degree - An additional stipend of $600 will be 
granted for an earned Masters' degree. An additional stipend of $600 will 
be granted for an earned Doctors degree. (Columns IV through VII 
include these stipends.) 
2.	 Upon completion of all requirements and the granting of a National Board 
Certification, an additional stipend of $2,000 will be granted annually for 
as long as the certificate is valid. Effective July 1, 2013, an additional 
stipend of $2,040 will be granted, as long as the certificate is valid; and 
effective July 1,2014, an additional stipend of $2,081 will be granted, as 
long as the certificate is valid. Upon completion of all requirements and 
the granting of National Board for Certification of School Nurses (NBCSN) 
Certification, an additional stipend of $750 will be granted annually as 
long as the certificate is valid. Effective July 1, 2013, an additional stipend 
of $765 will be granted, as long as the certificate is valid; and effective 
July 1,2014, an additional stipend of $780 will be granted, as long as the 
certificate is valid. 
G. Salary Adjustments 
Effective July 1, 2008, adjustments of salary for courses are made twice 
annually: on September 1~1 or February 1st . For courses completed between 
February 2 nd and September 1S\ members must notify and submit all 
paperwork to the District by October 15'h Payments shall be retroactive to 
September 1st. For courses completed between September 21"1d and 
February 1", members must nottfy and submit all paperwork to the District by 
March 15111 . Payments shall be retroactive to February 1~l. 
H. Data Card 
The teacher shall assume the responsibility for keeping the personnel data 
card current with the addition of the above information and any additional 
changes when they become known. 
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I. School Counselors, School Psychologists, and Social Workers 
I.	 School Counselors', School Psychologists' and Social Workers' work year 
shall be from September 1 to June 30. Prior to reducing the work year of 
School Counselors, School Psychologists and Social Workers, the District 
shall consult with the individuals involved and a representative of the 
Association. 
2.	 School Counselors, School Psychologists and Social Workers are 
expected to be at their daily assignments al the time prescribed for the 
teachers in their building(s) to which they are assigned. Their day should 
reflect the teacher day in the building to which they are assigned, which 
includes a thirty minute duty-free lunch and at least one preparation 
period. 
J.	 School Counselors', School Psychologists' and Social Workers' salaries 
will be based upon the established teachers' salary schedule. 
Additionally, they shall receive an additional 10% of their base salary for 
additional time necessitated by their professional responsibilities as 
outlined below. Such additional time shall not include any evenings 
beyond what is required of the teachers in the building. 
a.	 Social Workers and School Psychologists - Additional time 
necessitated by their professional responsibilities is expected each 
school day, excluding the last day of the week. The time necessitated 
shall not exceed the time equivalent of a teaching period or 45 
minutes, whichever is less. 
b. Middle School Counselors - Additional time necessitated by their 
professional responsibilities is expected each school day. The time 
necessitated shall not exceed the time equivalent of a teaching period 
or 45 minutes, whichever is less. 
c High School Counselors - Addilional time necessitated by their 
professional responsibilities is expected each school day, excluding 
the last day of the week. The time necessitated shall not exceed the 
time equivalent of a teaching period or 45 minutes, whichever is less. 
Furthermore, in addition to the twelve paid summer days specified in 
Article VIII 14, they shall also work three additional days during the 
summer, 
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4. In addition to the above mentioned work year, effective September 1) 
2010, School Counselors may work a minimum of twelve (12) paid days 
between July 1 and August 31. The twelve (12) days will be equitably 
distributed to each counselor and paid at the counselor's per diem rate. 
The days will be scheduled according to the procedure outline below. 
Any additional days that become available shali be distributed among the 
other school counselors on a rotating basis. 
5. Summer scheduling for school counselors shall be a collaborative 
process. Requests for days shali be submitted by counselors to the 
building principal/administrative designee by May 15 and finalized by 
June 15 of each school year. 
The work day for summer days shall be no more than 65 hours in length, 
incluSive of a 30 minute duty free lunch, and shall reflect the District-wide 
summer schedule. 
6.	 School Counselors, School Psychologists and Social Workers that work 
additional summer days, beyond the above, shall be paid their per diem 
rate as of July 1 of that year. For periods of less than a day, the pay shall 
be prorated for the amount of time worked. 
J. Teacher Income Based on Unused Temporary Leave 
1.	 Retirement Incentive 
Teachers retiring shall be granted a retirement incentive provided the 
following conditions are met: 
(a) Irrevocable letters of retirement are given to the District by January 30 
of the school year of retirement; 
(b) The teacher has been in the employ of the District for ten (10) years or 
more; 
(c) The teacher retires or vests under the New York State Teachers 
Retirement System by June 30 following his/her date of eligibility for 
retirement under the New York State Retirement System (age 55 - 10 
13 
years of service). Effective July 1, 1996, the teacher who retires or 
vests under the New York State Teachers Retirement System by the 
June 30lh following his/her date of eligibility for retirement under the 
New York State Teachers Retirement System (age 55 -10 years 
service) or in the case of a teacher in Tier II, III or IV of the New York 
State Teachers Retirement System who retires or vests under that 
system by June 30lh following his/her reaching age sixty-two (62) or 
thirty (30) years of teaching service in the New York State Teachers 
Retirement System, and; 
(d) Teachers who do not retire pursuant to (a) through (c) above shall not 
be eligible for any payments upon retirement until ten (10) years 
following their eligibility for the retirement incentive. In that year only, 
they shall be entitled to a terminal allowance computed at the rate of 
$23.00 per day of accumulated unused temporary leave to a 
maximum of $4,600 provided they retire, and the notice provided in (a) 
above is given. Effective July 1, 2013, they shall be entitled to a 
terminal allowance computed at the rate of $24.00 per day of 
accumulated unused temporary leave to a maximum of $4,800 
provided they retire, and the notice provided in (a) above is given; and 
effective July 1, 2014, they shall be entitled to a terminal allowance 
computed at the rate of $25.00 per day of accumulated unused 
temporary leave to a maximum of $5,000 provided they retire, and the 
notice provided in (a) above is given. 
2 District Right~ 
(a) If any provision of the retirement incentive is deemed illegal or 
unenforceable, the entire prOVision shall be deemed null and void and 
the parties shall reopen negotiations on this topic. If the parties are 
unable to agree upon a substitute provision within 30 days of the 
reopener, the issue may be submitted by either party to arbitration by 
making a request to the APA pursuant to its rules. The "last best 
offer" rule shall apply to the Arbitration. 
(b) If the total number of teachers retiring, the number of teachers retiring 
in a particular area or department, or the number of teachers retiring in 
key positions makes it impractical to allow all such retirements in one 
year, the Board, in its sole nongrievable discretion, may spread out 
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such retirements over the life of the contract. Notice of such decision 
shall be given by March 1" of the applicable year. 
A teacher deciding to retire, nonetheless, shall forfeit the retirement 
incentive payments. 
(c)	 The Board may, in its sale nongrievable discretion, permit teachers to 
remain eligible for the retirement incentive beyond their initial eligibility 
date, provided the following conditions are met: 
(1) The teacher submits a request to the Board for a one-year 
extension of eligibility for the retirement incentive by December 1; 
and 
(2) The Board grants such extension. 
Requests may be made by a teacher, and the fact that one is granted for 
one year does not establish a precedent for future requests. 
No reason need be given for the granting or refusal of such extensions. 
3.	 Payment 
Payment shall be computed at the rate of 1/2251h of the MA Step 1 for 
each day of accumulated unused temporary leave at the time of 
retirement, up to a maximum of 200 days and a maximum of $42,650. 
Effective July 15, 2011, for members who were last employed in the 
2011-2012 regular school year, the maximum payment shall be $43,300. 
Effective July 15, 2012, for members who were last employed in the 
2012-2013 regular school year, the maximum payment shall be $43,950. 
Effective July 15, 2013, for members who were last employed in the 
2013-2014 regular school year, the maximum payment shall be $44,600. 
Effective July 15, 2014, for members who were last employed in the 
2014-2015 regular school year, the maximum payment shall be $45,270. 
Teachers with accumulated temporary leave in excess of 200 days, who 
in their last year of employment have in excess of five (5) periods of 
absence, shall receive $50 per day of accumulated unused temporary 
leave, to a maximum of$10,000. Effective July 1, 2013, the rate shall be 
$51 per day, to a maximum of $10,200; and effective July 1, 2014, the 
rate shall be $52 per day, to a maximum of $10,404. "Period" shall be 
defined as a continuous absence. A "period(s)" may be waived at the 
discretion of the District. 
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ARTICLE IX, CHAIRPEOPLE AND COORDINATORS
 
Such payments shall be made in one lump sum during the first District 
pay period in JUly. 
Method of Payment 
The Association President shall be consulted concerning the payroll 
schedule prior to its implementation by the District. The teacher will continue 
to have the option to receive payments based on either a ten (10) or twelve 
(12) month program. In the event the teacher elects the twelve (12) month 
plan, the final paycheck issued on the closing day of school in June will 
contain the payment for the summer months. A notice will be posted in June 
indicating the date of the first payday in September. 
Each staff member shall receive notification of the years of credited service 
on the annual salary statement. 
Compensation 
All Department Chairpeople, 7-12 Coordinators, and K-12 Coordinators shall 
be paid an annual base stipend of $3,600 plus $125 for each individual, 
exclusive of the chairperson or coordinator themselves, per school year. 
Effective July 1, 2013, the annual base stipend shall be $3672 plus $128 for 
each individual, exclusive of the chairperson or coordinator themselves. 
Effective July 1, 2014, the annual base stipend shall be $3745 plus $130 for 
each individual, exclusive of the chairperson or coordinator themselves. Any 
teacher so qualified may apply for the position of Department Chair or 
Coordinator. 
Time Allocations 
All Department Chairpeople and 7-12 Coordinators shall be relieved of one 
(1) teaching assignment. K-12 Coordinators shall be relieved of two (2) 
teaching assignments, except that the K-12 Health Service Coordinator shall 
be relieved of the equivalent of one (1) teaching assignment. 
All Department Chalfpeople, 7-12 Coordinators and K-12 Coordinators shall 
be relieved of all non-teaching assignments, including the proctoring of 
midterm, final and state examinations. 
~tk 
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In addition, if a department has more than ten (10) full-time equivalent staff 
members, exclusive of the chairperson or coordinator, the 
chairperson/coordinator shall be relieved of a second teaching assignment. 
In addition, in the event that a department has more than fifteen (15) full-time 
equivalent staff members, exclusive of the chairperson or coordinator, at its 
sale discretion, the District (considering program needs, and supervisory 
obligations) may elect: (1) to release the chairperson/coordinator from a third 
(3") teaching assignment, or (2) to increase the base stipend by $2,300 for 
that chairperson, for that school year, this additional stipend will be 
proportional to the length of the school year if adjustments occur after 
October 1". Effective July 1,2013, the base stipend shall be $2346, and 
effective July 1, 2014, the base stipend shall be $2393. 
In no event shall any chairperson/coordinator be relieved of more than three 
(3) teaching assignments. 
C.	 The compensation and time allocations in A and B of this Article above are 
granted for the additional responsibilities and duties entailed in the job 
including written observations. Relative to the observation/evaluation of each 
probationary staff member in their department, each Department 
Chairperson and/or Coordinator will be expected to conduct formal 
observations, and to complete appropriate follow-up written documentation, a 
minimum of two (2) times during the first semester and one (1) time during 
the second semester. In addition, each Chairperson or Coordinator will 
continue to observe and to complete appropriate follow-up written 
documentation a minimum of one (1) time per year, for each tenured staff 
member. The job itself is goal~oriented and, therefore, is not directly related 
in hours to the normal school day. However, the calendar responsibilities of 
all positions herein described shall not exceed the regular teaching calendar 
for the District. 
D.	 In the event there is no 6 th Grade Department Chairperson appointed, then 
Department Chairpeople in the Middle School will assume the responsibility 
of the sixlh grade staff, limited to coordination of curriculum information and 
consistency in subject area standards. All means of communication may be 
used, including expanded department meetings. An additional stipend of 
$600 wili be granted for work with the 6th grade staff. Effective July 1,2013, 
an additional stipend of $612 will be granted for work with the 6'" grade staff 
Effective July 1, 2014, an additional stipend of $624 will be granted for work 
with the 6th grade staff 
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ARTICLE X. EXTRA AND CO-CURRICULAR POSITIONS
 
A.	 Extra Pay Positions. 
Extra pay positions wilt be based on a six (6) column schedule with 
, 6thincrements of 20% of the respective base salary at the 3rd , 9th, 12th and 
15th years columns. 
8.	 Extracurricular Activities 
Salaries for extracurricular activities of this Agreement shaJl be as contained 
in Appendix "B-1". 
C.	 Co-Curricular Activities 
Salaries for co-curricular activities during the term of this Agreement shall be 
as contained in Appendix "C-1 ", 
Student activities requiring a facutty advisor may be added to Appendix "C" at 
the District's discretion. Such activities must receive District approval, and 
may be added to the appendix after a period of successful operation (usually 
for one, but no tonger than one. full school year). 
D.	 Any teacher, so qualified, may volunteer for a stipend coaching and/or 
advisor and/or intramural activity position at any time. 
For teaching staff hired after July 1. 1998: 
within the first five (5) years after obtaining a Masters degree, or 
for new teachers hired already possessing a Masters degree, for a five 
(5) year period beginning with the 2'd year of appointment, the District 
can require a teacher to coach, advise a club/activity, or conduct an 
intramural program, in a stipend capacity, when no other qualified 
teaching staff member volunteers for such vacancies. The teacher so 
assigned must be qualified for the position. Prior to assignment, 
individual personal circumstances will be taken into consideration. A 
teacher can be assigned to one coaching or one advisor, or one 
intramural activity per school year. 
Such involuntary assignment(s) will not exceed two (2) years of the 
five (5) years as described above. 
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E.	 Home-Bound Instruction and Special Areas of Instruction 
The salaries of teachers andlor instructors for the home--bound study 
program and special areas of instruction will be at the rate of $60.00 per hour 
annually. Effective July 1, 2013, the rate shall be $61.00 per hour annually. 
Effective July 1,2014, the rale shall be $62.00 per hour annually. 
F.	 Chaperone 
1.	 If teachers chaperone an activity occurring after school hours or on 
weekends for dances, sports events or special group activities, they shall 
be paid at the rate of $25.00 per hour provided the proposed program, 
activity, etc., has received prior District approval. Effective July 1,2013, 
the rate shall be $26.00. Effective July 1,2014, the rate shall be $27.00. 
2.	 Once the chaperone needs have been solicited in a building, teachers in 
other buildings are encouraged to participate in these activities so long as 
the activity does not interfere with their regular assignments. 
G.	 The District will sponsor a professional mentoring program for new certified 
teaching staff. The program goals, aims, and method of operation are 
covered in a separate handbook. Effective July 1,2007, the following 
stipends are in effect: 
Mentors	 -$2250Iyear - 3 inlerns 
-$1750/year - 2 interns 
-$1500Iyear - 1 intern 
District-Wide Coordinators	 -$3100Iyear 
Building Coordinators	 -$500/year - 1 to 3 mentors 
-$575Iyear - 4 to 6 mentors 
-$675/year - 7 to 10 mentors 
-$850/year - 11 plus mentors 
,Effective July 1, 2013: 
Mentors	 -$2295/year - 3 interns 
-$1785/year - 2 interns 
-$1530/year - 1 intern 
District-Wide Coordinators	 -$3162/year 
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Building Coordinators	 -$51 O/year - 1 to 3 mentors 
-$587/year - 4 to 6 mentors 
-$689/year - 7 to 10 mentors 
-$867/year - 11 plus mentors 
Effective July 1,2014' 
Mentors	 -$2341/year - 3 interns 
-$1821/year - 2 interns 
-$1561/year-1 intern 
District-Wide Coordinators	 -$3225/year 
Building Coordinators	 -$520/year - 1 to 3 mentors 
-$598/year - 4 to 6 mentors 
-$702/year -7 to 10 mentors 
-$884/year - 11 plus mentors 
H. Instructional Support Teams 
Effective July 1, 2008, unit members who attend Instructional Support Team 
meetings that occur outside of the school day shall be paid at the rate of 
$3500 per hour for those required meetings. Effective July 1, 2013, the rate 
shall be $36,00 per hour. Effective July 1,2014, the rate shall be $37,00 per 
hour. 
ARTICLE XI. DISTRICT SPONSORED SUMMER SCHOOL/CURRICULUM WORK 
A. District Sponsored Summer School 
1.	 Elementary teachers who participate in either of the elementary summer 
learning lab programs will receive a stipend of $2,500 for all program 
responsibilities, Effective July 1, 2013, the stipend shall be $2550. 
Effective JUly 1, 2014, the stipend shall be $2601. 
2.	 Secondary teachers will receive a stipend of $2,000 per course, inclusive 
of all testing and scoring obligations and responsibilities. Effective July 1, 
2013, the stipend shall be $2040. Effective July 1, 2014, the stipend shall 
be $2081. 
3.	 Except for cause, preference will be given to teachers employed by the 
District in previous years and are scheduled to continue with the District in 
the SUbsequent school year. 
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4.	 Summer school salaries will be paid on the regular pay schedule dates as 
the schedule of work/claim forms are submitted. 
B. Curriculum Work 
The value of continuing progress in the development of curriculum has been 
and continues to be of proven value in the District. Teachers shall be paid at 
the rate of $35.00 per hour for curriculum assignments made by the District. 
Effective July 1, 2013, the rate shall be $36,00 per hour, Effective July 1, 
2014, the rate shall be $37,00 per hour. 
All programs that have been accepted by the Administration for development 
and implementation will have the following general guidelines. Teachers 
involved in summer curriculum work will be notified of their tentative schedule 
and salary in writing within two (2) weeks of the Board's formal adoption of 
the proposed budget. 
Plans for the optional summer work must be presented to the Administration 
no later than April 15 and final approval of work must be given in writing to 
the teachers involved no later than May 15. 
Payment for curriculum work shall be made within thirty (30) days of 
completion of the work, where applicable, 
ARTICLE XII. DEDUCTIONS 
The District will deduct from salaries of its employees dues for the 
Association, as provided in Article 14 of the Civil Service Law. 
Instructional staff members, individually and voluntarily, may authorize on the 
form supplied by the Association that deductions be made for dues or fees 
for the above Association. The form shall require the employee to waive all 
rights and claims to monies so deducted and transmitted in accordance with 
the authorization and relieve the District and all its officers from any liability 
thereof, The organization shall place on file with the District the signed dues 
authorization forms indicating the deductions to be made in the manner 
agreed upon, stating the amount or amounts to be deducted for the 
Association dues. Except for teachers hired after October 1, of a school 
year, authorizations may be filed only once per school year by October 15. 
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Monies deducted shall be transmitted promptly to the Association in a 
manner which has proved to be administratively feasible. If the Association 
changes the rate of its membership dues, it shall give the District notice no 
less than seven (7) working days before the effective date of such change. 
Deductions referred to above shall be and become effective as of the next 
regular payment of salary or wages occurring not earlier than seven (7) 
working days subsequent to the date of filing such authorization. 
B. Tax Sheltered Annuities 
Monies may be deducted from salaries of the staff for Tax Sheltered 
Annuities. 
C Credit Union 
The District shall make deductions for the Hudson Heritage Federal Credit 
Union from those teachers providing written authorization to do so. Such 
deduction shall be arranged in a manner mutually agreed upon between the 
District and the Association President. 
ARTICLE XIII. CLASS SIZE 
Modern educational theory and practice for both elementary and secondary schools 
are predicated upon flexibility in both bUilding design and use of personnel. With 
the introduction of large group instruction, seminars, small groups, independent 
study, individualized instruction, cooperative teaching and other similar innovations, 
a fixed maximum class size is not always practical. Nevertheless. it is recognized 
that optimum school facilities for both student and teacher are desirable if quality 
education is to be insured. 
Recognizing that the New York State Education Law requires public schools to 
educate all children in the District, and recognizing also that our District believes 
that each and every child should be educated to his/her fullest potential, the District 
will make every effort to establish the below prescribed class sizes as of two weeks 
following the opening day of school: 
(a) Elementary: 
K-1 - Not to exceed a District-wide average class size of 25 per grade 
level. 
2-6 - Not to exceed a District-wide average of 28 per grade level. 
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In the event an individual class in grades K-1 exceeds 28, or in grade 2 exceeds 29, 
or in grades 3-6 exceeds 30, prior to April 1 of the school year, the teacher whose 
class size exceeds these limits may refer the matter after prior discussion with the 
building principal to the Class Size Committee. The teacher shall have the right to 
be accompanied by a representative of the Association at the meeting with the 
building principal. 
The Class Size Committee shall be convened by the filing of a written request for 
consideration with the appropriate Assistant Superintendent and the President of 
the Association. This Committee shall be composed of two (2) administrators 
appointed by the Superintendent and two (2) teachers appointed by the President of 
the Association provided, however, that the individual teacher involved and the 
building principal involved shall not serve on the Committee. 
The Committee shall be empowered to investigate the claim and shall meet as often 
as necessary and then shall make its binding recommendations to the 
Superintendent within seven (7) school days following the request for consideration. 
The recommendation of the Committee shall be by majority vote. 
The Committee shall consider the matter and is empowered to recommend 
solutions involving the follOWing options: 
1.	 No change; 
2.	 The use of compensatory time for the individual involved such as 
relief from non-teaching duties; 
3.	 The use of non-instructional or instructional aides; 
4.	 The addition of instructional staff. 
This list is not meant to be exhaustive and shall not restrict the Committee from 
considering additional solutions provided, however, in no event shall the Committee 
or an arbitrator be empowered to consider solutions involving the construction or 
rental of additional facilities. 
In the event of a deadlock on the Committee, the matter shall be referred to an 
arbitrator, selected pursuant to the expedited Arbitration Rules of the American 
Arbitration Association (AM) and hearings shall be conducted by the arbitrator 
pursuant to these rules. The Arbitrator shall be empowered to select only from the 
final solutions submitted by each party. The cost of the arbitrator shall be shared by 
the parties. In any event, neither the Committee nor the Arbitrator may make any 
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recommendations requiring expenditures by the District in excess of the money 
budgeted for teaching personnel, including justifiable contingencies. 
(b) Where open space class assignments exist. the individual teacher's 
basic student ratio will not exceed the limits established above. 
(c) Secondary 
English - average teacher load 135. 
Mathematics, Social Studies, Science, Languages other than English 
(L.O.T.E.) - average teacher load of 140 per department. 
In the event a teacher's load exceeds 142 in English, or 147 in Social 
Studies, Mathematics, Science or L.O.T.E. prior to April 1 of the 
school year, the teacher may refer the matter to the Class Size 
Committee pursuant to the procedures outlined above. In addition, if 
any individual teacher's class exceeds 30 and the teacher's load 
exceeds 135 in English or 140 in Social Studies, Mathematics, 
Science or L.OTE. prior to April 1 of the school year, a teacher may 
refer the matter to the Class Size Committee pursuant to the 
procedures outlined above. 
(d)	 Other Special Areas of Instruction (Art, Business Education, Family 
and Consumer Science, Health Education, Music, Physical Education, 
Technology, etc.) Class size would be determined by program and 
physical limitations of the room. 
(e) Staffing for self-contained special education classes as of two weeks 
following the opening day of school will be predicated on the District­
wide average of 18 at the secondary level and 15 at the elementary 
level. 
ARTICLE XIV. SCHOOL CALENDAR AND SCHOOL DAY 
A. The number of teacher workdays will not exceed 185 days. 
The Association shall have the right to consult with the Superintendent 
concerning the school calendar. This shall be accomplished by having the 
President of the Association request a meeting on the calendar by October 
15. Provided such a request is made, the Superintendent shall meet and 
confer with the Association President by November 15. The Association 
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President shall be informed of the official calendar adopted by the District as 
soon as is practicable. 
Unless required for purposes of State Aid, elementary teachers shall be 
relieved of student supervisory responsibilities for half the day on three (3) 
days during the last week of school other than the final day. 
B.	 Cell phones and beepers should be "off' during all direct responsibilities on 
school premises with students and contact time during parent conferences. 
C.	 Open House - All Teachers, School Psychologists and Social Workers shall 
attend one Open House night, not to exceed two and Y, (2.5) hours in length. 
D.	 Parent-Teacher Conference Nights 
1.	 Elementary and secondary teachers will provide parents the opportunity 
to meet and to confer with them regarding their child's progress at parent­
teacher conferences on wo (2) evenings in the first semester of the 
school year. 
2.	 Effedive September 1,2010, School Counselors shall attend three 
evening events during the school year. Such events may include Open 
House night, Parent-Teacher Conference nights, Orientation nights and 
other evening events that occur during the school year. The School 
Counselor and the building principal shall mutually coordinate the three 
events that will be attended during the school year. 
3. Such night schedules are intended to reduce the loss of "regular" 
instructional times for such purposes. Prior to administrative 
implementation, planning of these parent-teacher conference programs 
shall consider staff input from the bUilding levels. 
4.	 At all levels, evening conferences shall not exceed three hours in length. 
After one (1) hour. teachers who have completed all of their appointments 
may leave after notifying a building administrator. In the event of a "no 
show" appointment, a teacher shall wait at least 15 minutes before 
leaving under the aforementioned guideline. 
5.	 Shared staff shall attend the same number of evening conferences as 
staff members who are assigned to only one building. 
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E. The Professional Staff Day 
1.	 All instructional staff will assume the responsibility of being at their duties, 
except in emergencies, at least fifteen (15) minutes prior to the scheduled 
time for the beginning of the school day for pupils. If an instructional staff 
member is going to be late, the principal should be notifled as soon as 
possible. The official beginning time of the school day shall be defined as 
the time at which a student must be in his/her homeroom. The teacher 
day for grades in the Middle School shall consist of seven (7) hours 
(inclusive of the 15 minutes as described in this Article). This day will 
consist of five (5) Instructional periods (or the equivalent thereof), one (1) 
duty period. one (1) personal schedule preparation period, and one (1) 
cluster group/inclusion planning and preparation period, equal in length to 
the instructional period, and one (1) advisor/advisee period not to exceed 
20 minutes in length, and one (1) duty free lunch period. 
(a) Advisor/Advisee periods are not included	 in teacher "load" 
considerations. 
2.	 The instructional staff shall assume the responsibility of being available to 
aid students when necessary and meet with parents before or after 
school, when no other time can be scheduled at a recommended 
maximum of two days a week. 
3.	 Except for lunch, traveling to another building to which he/she is assigned 
or in an emergency for Association business or on school related 
business, a staff member is not permitted to leave the bUilding during the 
school day. 
4.	 Except for emergencies, teachers traveling between two or more 
buildings during one school day shall be released of all homeroom and 
duty assignments while such travel is required. 
5.	 In addition 10 the above, teachers may be required to attend 
Superintendent's workshops outside of the school day related to 
educational or organizational matters reqUired by the District. The 
amount of time of these workshops shall not exceed fifteen (15) hours 
over a two (2) year period for any teacher. 
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6. Certified staff are expected to regularly check mailboxes, phone 
messages, and e-mail contents. While no single communication device is 
mandated, a courteous and timely response to parent notes and inquiries 
is expected. 
F.	 Elementary Level 
1. The work day for all regular classroom and special area teachers in 
grades K and 1 will be equal in length to that of all other elementary 
classroom and special area teachers in grades 2 through 5. 
G.	 The teacher work day for all teachers in grades 9 through 12 shall be seven 
(7) hours (Inclusive of additional fifteen (15) minutes as described in Article 
XIV. E.). This day will consist of five (5) instructional periods, or the 
equivalent, one (1) duty period (full period equivalent), one (1) personal 
preparation period (fUll period length), one (1) house inclusion planning 
period (full period length), and a homeroom advisor/advisee period not to 
exceed 10 minutes, and duty free lunch period. 
H.	 In the event a staff member leaves the building during their lunch period, 
he/she will notify the Main Office/appropriate administrative office in the 
building. 
I.	 Preparation Time 
1. Definition 
Preparation period is to be defined as including basically the preparation 
for a daily program (individual teachers, team preparation, meeting with 
parents) and the next school day's program (curricular preparation 
including time and sequence, contents, and activities). 
2. Secondary Classroom Teachers 
The schedule for each classroom teacher shall include at least one (1) 
preparation period daily. 
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3.	 Elementary Classroom Teachers 
(a) Preparation time for elementary classroom teachers (both primary and 
intermediate) will be allotted when their classes are assigned to a 
special teacher. The special teacher is defined as the art, music, 
librarian, nurse-teacher and physical education teachers. 
(b) The length of the classroom teacher's preparation period will be at 
least as long as the length of the period during Which the teacher's 
class is meeting with the special teacher. 
(c) Where scheduling allows through the utilization of existing staff, all 
elementary teachers (classroom and special) will have at least one (1) 
preparation period per day. Where a daily preparation is not provided, 
full-time elementary teachers shall receive five (5) preparation periods 
in any five (5) instructional day week. Where a daily preparation is not 
provided for part-time elementary teachers, they shall receive the 
number of preparation periods per full instructional week equivalent to 
the number of days taught per week. 
(d) Kindergarten teachers' preparation will be as long as the minimum 
time granted to any other elementary teacher. 
(e) Every effort shall be made to obtain a qualified substitute in the event 
a special teacher is absent. 
(f)	 Whenever possible and educationally sound, mechanical means will 
be employed in the scoring of standardized tests. 
J. Lunch Period 
A duty-free lunch period of at least thirty (30) minutes will be provided to all 
professional staff members. A duty-free lunch period of at least thirty (30) 
minutes without student contact will be provided to all professional staff 
members. 
K. Solicitors in School Buildings 
1.	 Principals will not permit agents of any type to solicit teachers during 
class lime. Such contacts must be made before or after school, or during 
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a prep period, if the principal feels it would be extremely desirable and the 
instructional staff member is agreeable. The latter provision would be 
granted in the event that representatives presenting material of particular 
interest to the staff member were present in the building. Instructional 
staff members will assume no responsibility for the distribution of 
advertising materials from these sources nor will they furnish such 
representatives with lists of pupils' names. The Superintendent of 
Schools, when the distribution or use of such materials is deemed 
advantageous to the educational program, will determine whether or not 
such materials may be used or distributed. 
2.	 Teacher's names or other personal data will not be given to private or 
commercial solicitors from school personnel records. It is specifically 
agreed that the District telephone directory is pUblished for the use and 
convenience of the District staff. The directory may not be used, given, 
loaned or distributed by anyone for anyone's commercial use. 
L.	 Instructional staff will receive assistance in keeping attendance. 
M.	 Instructional staff members, as part of their teaching assignments, shall be 
responsible for such duties as homeroom. lunch duty, study hall or study hall 
alternatives supervision. 
Lunch duty assignment shall not exceed ten (10) weeks in any school year 
for any teacher. Instructional staff members shall be responsible for bus duty 
during the arrival and departure of students, not to exceed the first month of 
school and in cases of emergency. 
In making assignments to the foregoing duties, the building principal will 
schedule classroom teachers on an equitable rotating basis. 
N.	 Instructional staff members shall not be required to transport students in 
automobiles owned by members of the staff in the discharge of their normal 
or related duties. Under conditions other than normal, the staff member or 
members so involved shall attempt to get authorization from school 
Administration. In any event, consistent with liability coverage of the school 
district, staff members using their own vehicles for transporting students for 
school purposes will be secondarily covered by the District's liability 
insurance. 
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Instructional staff members shall accept responsibility for supervision of 
pupils whether assigned to the teacher or not. This may take two forms: (1) 
the minor discipline of pupils, or (2) reporting pupil behavior to the 
appropriate building administrator on the appropriate form in cases of major 
violations of school discipline. The administrator shall report disposition of 
matter back to the teacher in writing, on appropriate forms. 
Cumulative folders at the elementary level will be maintained by the 
classroom teacher. 
In the event that substitute teachers are not available to cover class 
assignments. the District may assign teachers, who volunteer, to teach such 
assignments during their preparation period, in their individual buildings. In 
the event more than one preparation period is available, the cluster 
grouplinclusion planning period (M.S.) or the house inclusion planning period 
(H.S.) should be avoided. 
Teachers who wish to accept such assignments shall sign up at the bUilding 
principal's office. The plan will be to first assign teachers (from the volunteer 
list) who are in the same teaching area as the absent teacher. If such a 
teacher is not available, the Principal may assign other teachers from the 
building volunteer list for that SChool building's coverage. In the elementary 
schools, if other building efforts are exhausted, then the above procedure will 
be exercised to the extent possible. 
Any teachers assigned to substitute coverage will be paid at the rate of 
$50.00 per class hour. Effective July 1,2013, the rate shall be $5100 per 
class hour. Effective July 1,2014, the rate shall be $52.00 per class hour. 
NOTICES FOR SUMMER SCHOOL 
The statement of anticipated openings for summer school positions will be 
published and posted by the District or its representative on the official 
District bulletin board in each building in the District not later than Ju ne 15 of 
each school year. 
The District shall consider areas of competence, prior service and other 
qualifications. 
rn-. 
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ARTICLE XV.
 
C.	 Notification of appointment to summer school positions will be given not later 
than the last day of the regular school year where possible, or as soon 
thereafter as such appointment is determined. The appointment is 
contingent upon sufficient enrollment. 
ARTICLE XVI. NOTIFICATION OF DUTIES FOR THE COMING SCHOOL YEAR 
Instructional staff members should make known any preferences or requests for 
changes in assignment by March 1st and the Administration will make every effort to 
honor this request. 
Written notification of duties and responsibilities for the coming school year will be 
provided to each instructional staff member by June 1~1 or the nearest school day 
(insofar as such duties and responsibilities can be reasonably determined at the 
time). Notification of the assignment given to the instructional staff member on 
June 1st will include the following: 
(1) The building(s) to which the staff member will be assigned. 
(2) The grade level and/or subjects to be taught 
(3) Other assignments. 
(4) Any extracurricular assignments agreed upon for the coming school year. 
These assignments may be subject to revision due to unexpected changes in the 
instructional staff, with prior consultation with the instructional staff member when 
he/she can be contacted. 
ARTICLE XVII. TRANSFERS AND REASSIGNMENTS 
A.	 Although transfer of instructional staff members from one school to another 
may be unavoidable, it is recognized that frequent transfer of staff members 
is disruptive of the educational process and interferes with optimum 
performance. It is, therefore, agreed that instructional staff members will be 
informed in writing as soon as any transfer is found to be necessary. Such 
consideration as an instructional staff member's area of competence, field of 
study, individual concerns and service to the District will be given 
consideration in determining the nature and advisability of the transfer. 
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B.	 Advance notice of probable transfer shall be given by May 1S'h where 
practicable. Teachers may submit a written response for consideration within 
seven (7) days of such notice. Formal notification of assignment shall be 
given by June 1 where practicable. 
C.	 Should an instructional staff member request a transfer and should such a 
transfer be denied, the reasons for denial will be provided to the staff 
member in written form if such request is made in writing within a reasonable 
time following the decision. 
D.	 A teacher who has been involuntarily transferred shall have the right at the 
end of one year in his/her transferred position to be transferred back to the 
school from which he/she had been involuntarily transferred provided a 
vacancy exists in that school, the teacher had not been transferred because 
of problems in that school, and such transfer would be in the best interests of 
the educational system. 
In the event no vacancy exists in the building from which the teacher was 
involuntarily transferred at the end of one year, the teacher shall have the 
right to exercise the option described above at the end of the second year. 
Thereafter, the option described above shall no longer exist. 
E.	 Professional staff positions will not be abolished without prior consultation 
between the Association and the Board or its designee. 
ARTICLE XVIII. NOTIFICATION OF OPENINGS IN THE DISTRICT 
Professional openings shall be advertised as soon as the openings develop. 
Pertinent information Should be posted prominently on bulletin boards in all 
buildings and should be printed in the District newsletters and Association 
newsletter. 
The openings must include all openings in extra-pay positions, summer school and 
openings in regular session. 
Under normal circumstances, two (2) weeks shall be allotted for response by 
interested faCUlty members prior to filling said opening. If the position must be filled 
in less than two (2) weeks, this will be noted on the notice, and the time limits 
mentioned above shall not be applicable. 
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All professional staff members are to be given an opportunity to make application 
for such positions, and the District agrees to give due weight to the professional 
background and attainments of all applicants, service to the school system, and 
other relevant factors. When, in the opinion of the District, all other factors are 
substantially equal, preference will be given to qualified instructional staff members 
already employed in the system and each applicant not selected will receive written 
notification of the action taken by the District A statement as to why the staff 
member was not selected will be included in this notification if requested in writing 
by the staff member. 
ARTICLE XIX. INSURANCE 
A. Health Insurance 
The District will assume the full cost of health insurance premiums under the 
plan presently in effect for members of the unit and their families, except for 
the employee's contribution as described below. Members of the unit hired 
on or after July 1, 1983 shall not be eligible for coverage if their spouse 
provides coverage under a comparable plan. 
1.	 For members enrolled in the District health plan, the member contribution 
for health insurance will be as follows: 
year Family Individual 
2010-2011 $920 $460 
2011-2012 $1030 $515 
2012-2013 $1140 $570 
2013-2014 $1250 $625 
2014-2015 $1360 $680 
Coverage for new employees shall not commence until the first of the 
month after the applications have been completed and the appointment 
approved by the Board of Education. The premium co-pay will be 
prorated accordingly. 
The District shall have the option of changing health plans to a plan which 
would provide comparable coverage to the Orange-Ulster School District 
Health Plan. The Union shall be given prior notice of any contemplated 
change and shall be entitled to review any proposals with representatives 
of the District and the proposed carriers, if any. In the event the 
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Association does not agree that the proposed plan is comparable to the 
plan in effect, that issue shall be sUbject to arbitration prior to 
implementation. The unit shall be entitled to a representative on the 
District's health insurance review committee. The unit will also have a 
representative committee for communication of changes within the plan. 
The District will assume full cost of medical and health insurance 
premiums under the plan in effect in the District for all retired teachers 
and for 50% of the cost of insurance for their dependents provided the 
retiree was employed by the District and enrolled in the medical and 
health insurance plan or enrolled in the same medical and health 
insurance plan (as the District's) through some other employer, for no 
less than the last five years of employment. 
Effective July 1, 2010, members of the unit who withdraw from the 
District's health insurance plan shall receive $4,500 if they were covered 
by the Family Plan, provided they remain uncovered under such plan for 
a period of twelve (12) consecutive months. Such payments shall be 
made at the end of each twelve (12) month period. Nothing contained 
herein shall preclude a member from reentering the plan within the twelve 
(12) month period provided; however, that in such case no payments 
shall be made. Effective July 1, 2013, members shall receive $4590 if 
covered by the Family Plan. Effective July 1,2014, members shall 
receive $4682 if covered by fhe Family Plan. Effective July 1,2010, 
members shall receive $2,250 if they were receiving individual coverage. 
Effective July 1, 2013, members shall receive $2295 if covered by the 
Individual plan Effective July 1, 2014, members shall receive $2341 if 
covered by the individual plan. 
For an employee who was otherwise qualified for Health Plan coverage 
but who was ineligible for that coverage under this Article, as a post-1 983 
hiree; and who was continuously employed in a qualified position for the 
last five years of employment; and who suffers loss through death of the 
health plan provider spouse; then such employee Will be eligible for the 
health plan benefit at retirement, at individual coverage only. 
Additionally, in retirement, employees previously ineligible due to 
comparability of plans, will be eligible for individual (only) plan coverage if 
there is an involuntary change in the spousal plan affecting eligibility, and 
subject to the same comparability criteria as active employees or there is 
an Involuntary loss of coverage through the spousal plan. 
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B. DentalNision Insurance and the Benefits Trust 
The District and the Association will annually examine and reassess the 
current dental plan and current provisions for vision coverage to better match 
coverage needs with the understanding that the District's full per member 
contribution may be used to increase coverage levels. Coverage levels for 
the dental and optical plans shall not be diminished by the District during the 
lifetime of this Agreement. 
1. Effective July 1,2010, the Association and District agree to delay the 
implementation of a Benefits Trust for the duration of this agreement 
which expires on June 30, 2015. Before the expiration of this agreement, 
the Association and District agree to establish a committee to create a 
Benefits Trust to be administered by the Association beginning in the 
2015-2016 school year. The District will be entitled to appoint one 
member to the Board of Trustees. 
Effective July 1,2010, the District shall contribute the greater of $1,100 or 
the Orange County median per member per year toward the premiums of 
the dental and optical plans The Orange County median shall be 
established by July 15'h of each school year. When the Benefits Trust 
Fund is established, then the District's per member contribution will be 
made to the Benefits Trust Fund. 
C. Life Insurance 
The District shall provide group term life insurance equivalent to one times a 
teacher's annual salary. Life insurance coverage begins immediately after 
the employee's appointment IS approved by the Board of Education. 
D. Flexible Benefit Plan 
Pursuant to IRS Section 125, the District will offer the allowed flexible 
benefits account Such a plan shall be administered by a third party mutually 
selected by the District and MWrA, and would operate under procedures 
jointly determined by the parties. The expressly agreed to purpose of such a 
plan is to increase benefit options for employees without increasing the cost 
to the District 
E. The District shall continue its practice of payroll deductions for NYSUT 
insurance options_ 
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F. Sick Leave Bank 
1.	 Effective July 1, 2005, an emergency sick leave bank is to be established 
to provide member enrollees additional sick leave in the event of a 
serious illness and/or injury requiring continuQus absence. 
2.	 The sick leave bank will be administered by a joint committee consisting 
of two representatives of the Teachers' Association and one alternate, 
and one person representing the District and one alternate. While they 
will participate in all meetings, the alternative committee members only 
cast a vote if the regular representative cannot be present. In the event 
of a tie vote, the matter will revert to the Superintendent of Schools whose 
decision will be final, binding and also non-grievable. 
3.	 Effective September 1,2010, each probationary staff member is enrolled 
in the sick leave bank at the time of hire and will contribute two sick days, 
unless an opt-out form is completed during intake, The opt-out form will 
be mutually developed and approved for use and/or revision. 
(aj Effective September 1,2010, and at the start of every school year 
thereafter, all probationary and tenured staff members not enrolled in 
the sick leave bank shall be enrolled by deducting two days from 
his/her accumulated temporary leave, unless an opt-out form is 
completed and received by October 1 of each year. The District will 
provide an opt-out form to all such members on or before September 
15 of each year. Days will not be deducted until the deadline for the 
opt-out form has passed. 
(b) Enrollees may contribute up to an additional five days per year so long 
as such days are contributed by October 1s1 of each school year or as 
needed by the fund. Such contributions shall be submitted to the 
Human Resources Office through a mutually developed form. Once 
donated, these days may not be taken back. 
4.	 In the event that the sick leave bank total of days available falls below 
100, all enrollees will be assessed one day for the bank (except for new 
enrollees who will follow the guideline as per "3" above). Failure to 
contribute to a reassessment constitutes withdrawal from eligible status. 
5.	 The enrollee making a claim/request must have exhausted all current and 
accumulated temporary leave days. 
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6.	 Requests for sick leave bank time may only extend to the end of the 
school year within which the request is made. 
7.	 Requests for sick leave bank time may not exceed 100 days in any single 
school year and may not exceed 180 days in a lifetime. After award, if 
the full complement of days is not used by the individual, the unused days 
return to the sick bank. 
(a) Extraordinary circumstances may warrant additional sick time being 
granted to a qualified enrollee who has exceeded the maximums 
established for the Sick Bank. Additional days for this purpose may 
not be drawn directly from the Sick Bank. By recommendation of the 
Sick Bank Committee and at the discretion of the District, the 
Committee, at such time as it would be necessary to grant additional 
sick time to a qualified enrollee of the Sick Bank, may solicit the 
members of the unit for additional days and additional days may be 
donated by enrollees and non-enrollees. Any days so donated may 
not be taken back and any days awarded that are not used shall be 
returned to the Sick Bank. 
8.	 Use of sick leave bank shall be governed as follows: 
<a) The enrollee (or in the event of incapacitation) the enrollee's designee 
(as per the enrollment form) must make a written request (on a 
mutually developed application form) to the Superintendent of 
Schools, setting forth the nature of the problem, expected number of 
days required, and ultimate progress. The application form also 
grants permission to secure written documentation and/or verification 
from the applicant's physician, etc., as may be needed. Once 
requested, failure to provide back-up documentation may result in 
denial of the enrollee's request. In the event that additional days are 
required for a single continuous absence, re-documentation and 
reapplication is required. 
(b) Applications for use of the sick leave bank by a member who has 
already utilized the bank for any lengthy absence shall only be 
considered after that member has returned to a regular schedule of 
duty for a minimum of one school year folloWing the last sick leave 
bank day utilized, 
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(c) The Superintendent will convene the Sick Leave Bank Committee. 
9.	 The Sick Leave Bank Committee will maintain strict confidentiality 
regarding any and all personal or medical/health information used to 
determine eligibility for the granting of sick leave bank time. 
10. The decision of the Sick Leave Bank Committee to grant or to deny use of 
sick leave bank time, as well as the amount of sick time, shall be final and 
binding upon all parties and will not be subject to the grievance 
procedure. The District shaJl indemnify and hold harmless Sick Leave 
Bank Committee members for any legal claims made against them on 
account of their Sick Leave Bank Committee actions. 
ARTICLE XX. LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
In the event of a teacher absence, every effort will be made to obtain a certified 
substitute. 
A. Temporary Leave 
Each full-time staff member will be entitled to twenty (20) days of absence 
during the school year provided, however, that teachers commencing 
employment with the District after July 1, 1976 shall be entitled to sixteen 
(16) days of absence during the school year, all of which may be used for 
personal illness days, including disabilities related to pregnancy, three (3) of 
which may be used as personal days and ten (10) as days available to each 
staff member when a family responsibility arises due to illness. The District 
may require a second medical opinion in the event a disability exceeds eight 
(8) weeks. 
Five (5) of the aforementioned days may be used for educational leave to 
attend summer institutes, early summer school, conferences, or for study 
directly related to an educational program in which the teacher is involved. 
Educational leave shall require the prior written approval of the Assistant 
Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction or the district's designee and 
shall be limited to six (6) teachers during the September to June period, and 
six (6) teachers for early summer work. 
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Applications for educational leave shall normally be submitted one (1) month 
in advance and shall include the name of the institution, dates of attendance, 
verification of acceptance and supporting rationale. 
Temporary leave days may be used for religious observance, i.e. a day 
where an employee is prohibited from working because of a tenet of his/her 
religion. 
Temporary leave will be with pay with the unused portion of said leave 
cumulative to a maximum of 180 days for terminal leave purposes. 
Commencing July 1, 1979, accumulation of unused temporary leave days 
shall have no limit for sick leave purposes only. 
In cases where the District reasonably suspects abuse of the usage of 
temporary leave days, a teacher may be required to produce verification of 
the reason for absence. Teachers will be advised in advance by the District 
of the necessity of securing such verification. 
The individual shall utilize said leave by following the procedure as outlined 
in the Teacher's Handbook. Whenever possible, advance notice will be 
given when Personal Leave is used. (NOTE: Teacher retirement income 
based on unused Temporary Leave - Article VIII, J.) 
The present procedure of providing each instructional staff member with a 
statement of the total accumulated temporary leave as of the end of that 
school year will be continued. Such notice will be included with the final 
paycheck in June. 
Any first year staff member, or staff member who begins a school year with 
no accumulated temporary leave, who leaves the school system before the 
end of the school year will be entitled to their prorated temporary days per 
month or any fraction thereof. 
If the number of absences at the termination of employment exceeds the 
number mandated under this provision, the final paycheck will reflect the 
adjustment 
B. Personal Leave Guidelines 
Personal leave shall be used only to conduct matters which cannot be 
handled other than during working hours. It is not to be used for recreational 
activities or profit-making activities. 
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Staff members should not use personal leave before or after a holiday except 
in emergencies or other extenuating circumstances. Use of a personal day 
just prior to or just after a holiday period requires written request and 
approval. Written requests should be submitted in advance of the date 
requested to allow the District to provide a response to the teacher. 
Staff members should attempt to avoid the use of more than one leave at a 
time when such a limit is feasible. 
When possible, staff members should attempt to avoid the use of a personal 
leave day before or after a weekend. 
C. Death in Family Leave 
Each full-time staff member will be granted a leave of absence with pay due 
to death in the family. Such leave will be granted by the District, through the 
appropriate Assistant Superintendent, as it becomes necessary. Notification 
of the necessity for leave will be furnished to the Assistant Superintendent as 
soon as practicable. This leave is granted only for the purpose of (1) making 
funeral arrangements, (2) attendance at the funeral, and (3) travel 
necessitated by (1) and (2). 
D. Jury Duty Leave 
A teacher shall be granted leave with pay not chargeable to temporary leave 
for jury duty and when subpoenaed to court as a witness provided the 
teacher remits to the District the jury duty or witness fee, excluding mileage 
and meal allowances paid to the teacher. Teachers shall request that jury 
duty be scheduled during non-teaching periods. 
E Personal Leave of Absence Without Pay 
Upon written request to the Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources, 
approval may be granted for leave without pay for unusual circumstances or 
enriching experiences. It is to be understood that the Assistant 
Superintendent for Human Resources will grant such approval only if the 
leave does not interfere with the normal operation of the area in which the 
employee works. This leave may be applied for in the event a teacher has 
not tak.en a child care leave, has exhausted his/her sick. leave, or elects not 
to use sick leave, and is still unable to work because of the disabilities related 
to pregnancy. 
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F. Child Care Leave 
A child care leave of absence may be used by any teacher in order to permit 
the teacher to care for a newly born infant or adopted child, and may be used 
prior to the birth or adoption to attend the matters in preparation for same. 
Such leave shall be without payor other benefits, and shall not exceed two 
(2) years' duration unless extended by the District. 
Applications for such leave shall be made at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
intended commencement of such leave, where possible. The application 
shall include the dates requested for leaving and returning, where possible. 
Child care leave shall commence at a time consistent with the best interests 
of the teacher and the students affected. 
Child care leave shall terminate at the beginning of the semester immediately 
following the semester in which the child care leave commenced, or at the 
beginning of the school year, or other mutually acceptable time. 
Time on such leave will not be credited for advancement on the salary 
schedule, seniority, probationary service or longevity. Upon return to the 
District, a teacher will be placed in a comparable position to the one held 
prior to such leave. 
G. Sabbatical Leave 
It is recognized that the professional growth of the individual staff members in 
his/her field of endeavor is a key factor in the improvement of the educational 
program and, therefore, contributes significantly to the quality of education 
received by the students of the District. 
Hence, the District and the Association subscribe to the concept of 
professional sabbatical leave. 
Upon application to and recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools, 
the Board will grant sabbatical leaves for study and/or travel under the 
following conditions: 
Salary during said leave will be at the rate of 50% of the annual salary for a 
full school year which the applicant would have received at his/her level and 
step had he/she been teaching in the District; or at 37.5% of annual salary for 
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one-half year which the applicant would have received at his/her level and 
step had he/she been teaching in the District during that period. 
No more than 1% of the professional staff will be granted such leave for the 
same period of time under normal circumstances. 
To be considered eligible for such leave, the staff member must hold 
permanent New York State Certification and have completed seven (7) full 
years of employment in the District. Such years need not be consecutive but 
must be actual full-time professional service. In granting such leaves, the 
factors of purpose of request and seniority will be taken into consideration. 
Sabbatical leave may be approved for study, travel, or other activities 
approved by the Board, only if related to the District assignment of the 
individual. Requests for sabbatical leave for reasons of travel must be 
accompanied by a comprehensive itinerary and rationale for such travel. 
Request for such leave will be filed no laler than April 1 (under normal 
circumstances) of the school year preceding the year for which sabbatical 
leave is requested. 
Each applicant shall submit a written agreement to return to the District for at 
least one (1) year following such leave. 
Upon return 10 the District, the staff member's salary shall be the same as 
he/she would have received had he/she taught in the District during the 
period of his/her sabbatical and his/her position upon return to the District 
shall be the same or comparable to that held prior to such leave. 
A mid-term and final progress report is required for those on sabbatical for 
study and travel by the Superintendent of Schools. 
H. If a probationary and/or a tenured staff member resigns from the District, and 
then at a later date, (not to exceed eight (8) years), returns to Manroe­
Woodbury, the previously earned credit toward longevity will be reinstated at 
the level last attained. This credit is not redeemable if the staff member took 
other full-time employment in another school district during this period of 
time. 
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ARTICLE XXI. EVALUATION AND CONTINUATION OF EMPLOYMENT 
A.	 Evaluation 
(1)	 All instructional personnel shall be informed of the evaluative 
procedures and instruments used in the District during the orientation 
session at the beginning of the school year. These procedures and 
samples of the instruments shall also be included in the Teacher 
Handbook. 
(2)	 All instructional personnel will be informed at the orientation at the 
beginning of the school year as to who shall participate in observing 
and evaluating their progress. 
(3)	 All evaluations will be conducted openly and with the full knowledge 
and awareness of the instructional personnel involved. Any teacher 
may write their own comments in the space provided on the 
observation/evaluation form. Additional comments may be attached if 
the space provided is not sufficient. All comments are to be submitted 
at the time signatures are placed on the report form or they will be 
considered a second response. Only one (1) other comment by each 
party (i.e., additional to the original document) may be included with 
any single class lesson supervisory document. It is understood that 
additional visitations can be scheduled as part of continued follow up 
for any issue. 
(4)	 Each teacher will be provided definite, positive assistance to correct 
professional difficulties. 
(5)	 Instructional personnel shall receive an evaluation conference near 
the end of each school year during their probationary period. This 
conference will be in addition to other conferences that are part of the 
regular evaluation procedures, The purpose of the conference will be 
to review progress throughout the year, as well as to review specific 
suggestions and corrective steps taken to improve upon professional 
weaknesses. 
Annual Professional Performance Review (APPR) - The Parties to this 
agreement shall negotiate regarding the new APPR regulations, as amended 
by Chapter 103 of the 2010 NYS Educational Law, which created Section 
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3012-c. Negotiations will commence as soon as practicable after the NYS 
Education Department Commissioner has issued final regulations. 
B.	 Continuation of Employment 
(1)	 Probationary instructional personnel shall be given some indication of 
their continuing employment status near the end of each school year. 
Every effort will be made to give notice of termination of employment 
by May 1'1. 
(2)	 Every effort shall be made by the Superintendent to give written notice 
of his recommendation to a probationary teacher who is not being 
recommended for tenure no later than 90 days before the end of the 
probationary period. 
(3)	 Notice of termination of employment will be given to the teacher in 
writing. A conference with the Administration will be held prior to or 
simultaneously with the written notification. 
ARTICLE XXII. PRIVATE INSTRUCTION ON SCHOOL PROPERTY 
The use of any school facilities for private tutoring or instruction for compensation is 
absolutely forbidden. 
ARTICLE XXIII. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
A.	 Declaration of Purpose 
It is hereby declared to be the purpose of these procedures to provide a 
means for orderly settlement of differences. The resolution of a grievance at 
the earliest possible stage is a desirable goal. 
B.	 Definitions 
(1)	 A Grievance shall mean a claim of alleged violation by any teacher, a 
group of teachers in the negotiating unit or by the Superintendent or 
the Association which arises from a dispute over the interpretation, 
application, misapplication, or alleged violation of the terms of this 
Agreement. 
(2)	 Chief Administrator shall mean the Superintendent of the District. 
(3)	 Association shall mean Monroe-Woodbury Teachers Association. 
(4)	 Days shall mean days when school is in session, unless otherwise 
specified. 
c.	 Basic Principles 
(1)	 A teacher at all times shall be entitled to have present a representative 
of the Association, upon request, when he/she is being reprimanded, 
or disciplined for any alleged infraction of this Agreement. When a 
request for such representation is made, no action shall be taken wIlh 
respect to the teacher until representation is available. 
(2)	 In the event that the time limits set forth in the grievance procedures 
are such that the procedure may not be completed by the end of the 
school year, such time limits will be reasonably reduced so that the 
grievance procedure may be completed prior to the end of the school 
year or immediately thereafter, if possible. 
(3)	 The Chief Administrator or his designee shall notify the President of 
the Association in writing, at Stage Two, that a grievance is being 
processed. 
(4)	 All hearings shall be and remain confidential. 
(5)	 Each party to a grievance shall have access to all relevant written 
statements and records pertaining to said case, provided such records 
are not of a confidential nature. 
(6)	 The Association shall be able to enter a grievance in its own name at 
the step most appropriate to immediate resolution. 
(7)	 The function of these procedures is to assure eqUitable and proper 
treatment under the terms of the Agreement. These procedures may 
not be used to change or alter the provisions of this Agreement, but to 
interpret its provisions. 
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(8)	 In the case of an alleged violation of a specific provision of the 
Agreement by the Association, the Superintendent shall have the 
right, following an informal conference with the President of the 
Association, to initiate a grievance against the Association beginning 
at the third stage of the Grievance Procedure. 
(9) Failure to respond within the time limits below shall permit lodging an 
appeal to the next stage as if a decision had been rendered on the last 
possible day. 
(10) Failure to process an appeal within the time limits set below shall be 
deemed a waiver of the grievance and shall bar any future processing 
of the grievance. 
(11)	 A teacher shall have the right to appear on his/her own behalf or to be 
represented by a representative of his/her own choosing at each stage 
of the procedure provided that an Association representative shall 
have the right to be present at every stage beyond Stage One of the 
procedure and present written statements on behalf of the 
Association. 
(12)	 Once a grievance is reduced to writing, it shall be processed on the 
form attached hereto. 
D.	 Procedures 
Stage One 
The aggrieved teacher shall orally present his/her grievance to his/her 
immediate supervisor who shall orally and informally discuss the 
grievance with the aggrieved teacher. 
The teacher shall present such grievance within thirty (30) days after 
becoming aware of the events giving rise to the claim, or such claim shall 
be deemed waived and outside the scope of this procedure. 
The immediate supervisor shall render his/her oral determination to the 
aggrieved teacher within three (3) days after the grievance has been 
presented to him/her. If such grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at 
this stage, the aggrieved teacher shall reduce it to writing within three (3) 
days after the decision of the immediate supervisor and present it to 
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his/her immediate supervisor. The immediate supervisor shall render in 
writing his/her determination to the aggrieved teacher within three (3) 
days after the grievance has been presented to him/her. 
Stage Two 
If the grievance is not resolved at Stage One, the teacher has up to five 
(5) days to submit the grievance, in writing, to the Chief Administrator. 
The Chief Administrator, or his/her designee, shall hold a hearing within 
seven (7) days of submission of the grievance to him/her. The Chief 
Administrator shall submit to the teacher and the Association his/her 
decision, in wnting, within ten (10) days of the conference If the 
grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at this stage, the Association may 
proceed to the next stage. 
Stage Three 
If the Chief Administrator's decision at Stage Two is not satisfactory, the 
Association or the Superintendent have up to fifteen (15) days to submit 
the matter to arbitration, in accordance with the Voluntary Labor 
Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association (AAA). The 
arbitrator's hearing shall be held In the District. The arbitrator shall hear 
and decide the case that was set before him/her by the notice of 
arbitration. He/she shall have no power to alter or modify the provisions 
of this Agreement. The decision and award of the arbitrator shall be final 
and binding on the parties. 
Fees and expenses incurred by the arbitrator shall be shared equally by 
the Association and the District. 
ARTICLE XXIV. MISCELLANEOUS 
A.	 Teachers will not be required to collect money in the classroom except in 
emergencies as defined by the Administration with the approval of the 
Association. 
B.	 Teachers shall continue to assist the Administration in the screening of 
prospective candidates. 
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ARTICLE XXV. MEETINGS 
The sharing of ideas and recommendations for the improvement of the program can 
best be accomplished through staff meetings. It is recommended that meetings be 
one hour in length and be held according to the schedule below: 
Monday Elementary Middle School 
ljigh School 
Faculty Faculty 
Faculty 
Second	 Elementary Meetings Department 
Department 
as announced 
Third	 Curriculum Curriculum 
Curriculum 
Fourth	 Elementary Meetings Building Council called by 
as announced building principals 
NOTE: 
(1)	 Whenever there is a holiday on the first Monday, the faculty meeting 
should be rescheduled the following Monday. 
(2)	 Building principals may call additional meetings if the need arises. The 
decision in calling such meetings should not be abused and shall be 
called only if a real need arises. 
(3)	 The third Monday is reserved for curriculum meetings and, therefore, 
building meetings should not be scheduled on that day. 
(4)	 Agenda and Minutes of all department and curriculum meetings are to 
be sent to the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendents and BUilding 
Principals. 
(5)	 Personnel assigned to more than one building shall be responsible only 
to their "home building" for faculty meetings. The home building shall 
be determined by the Administration. 
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ARTICLE XXVI. ACADEMIC FREEDOM 
Academic Freedom is understood to mean that the professional staff will have the 
right to discuss controversial issues. The treatment of the issue in question must be 
within the range of the knowledge, maturity, and competence of the students The 
teacher will keep in mind that the classroom is a forum and not a committee for 
producing resolutions. The class should feel no responsibility for reaching 
agreements. Although it is the teacher's responsibility to bring out the facts 
concerning a controversial question, he/she has the right to express his/her own 
opinion, providing his/her students understand that is it his/her own opinion and it is 
not to be accepted by them as the authoritative answer and that the teacher not use 
his/her position in an attempt to influence the class towards his/her opinion. The 
following criteria will be used by the staff for determining the appropriateness of 
controversial issues for use within the curriculum: 
a.	 There should be study material and other learning aids available from 
which a reasonable amount of data pertaining to all aspects of the 
issue may be obtained. 
b.	 The inclusion of the issue should require only as much time as is 
needed for satisfactory study by the class, but sufficient time should 
be provided to discuss the issue adequately. 
c.	 The issue should be significant, real, and important to students and 
teacher and related to the subject matter being taught. Significant 
issues are those which, in general, concern considerable numbers of 
people, are related to basic principles, or at the moment are under 
consideration by the public, press and radio. 
d.	 It is understood, however, that the students have a right to their 
opinion without fear of retribution, personal harassment or lowering of 
grades by the teacher. 
ARTICLE XXVII. MIDDLE STATES EVALUATION 
Notwithstanding any other provision in this Agreement, teacher participation in the 
Middle States Evaluation Program shall be handled as it has in the past. 
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ARTICLE XXVIII. DURATION OF AGREEMENT
 
This contract shall be effective as of July 1, 2010 and shall continue in effect 
through June 30, 2015, without reopening during its term. 
In the event either party wishes to amend this Agreement, notice may be given by 
the first school day in each year during the life of this Agreement. Negotiations 
concerning such proposed amendments shall proceed in accordance with the 
provisions of Article "IV" of this Agreement Amendments resulting from such 
negotiations shall take effect beginning the following JUly 1 or at such other time as 
may be mutually agreeable to the parties. 
Dated this _--1-I_':i_+ ,day of _.f-,M---,--,-rwL,-,--,---,,,,,-__, 2011. 
MONROE-WOODBURY TEACHERS MONROE-WOODBURY CENTRAL 
ASSOCIATION SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BY: 
ent of SChOOl: ~ 
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-- -_.	 
59730 
60186 
60710 
62382 
64457 
66418 
69342 
72021 
74644 
79944 
r,	 86303
 
90387
 
94471
 
98555
 
102639 
104384 
106159 
MA+60 DR 
59876 62563 
61314 64065 
62788 85662 
83091 65976 
63443 66533 
65488 68390 
67632 70327 
69423 72236 
72433 75304 
74559 77922 
-
77678 80470 
83076 86959 
89538 93244 
93784 97444 
I 98031 101644 
102278 105843 
106524 110043 
108335 111913 
­
11017i~38t6 
Those employees who have qualified for permanent certification by September 1, 19S0 shall receive 
$200.00 per year. 
LONGEVITY LONGEVITY AMOUNT' 
5th year 500 
10th year 500 
18th year 1600 
221\d year 1250 
26th year 1250 
•All	 longevity amounts contained herein are cumulative 
Credit granted by the District for prior service in other Districts prior to April 1, 1971 shall be counted as 
years "in Monroe-Woodburyn for purposes of longevity. 
Only teaching staff who complete fOUf or more months of service in one school year will move to the 
next step on the salary schedule in the following year as described in Article VIII, Section A, 1. 
APPENDIX "A-1"
 
SALARY SCHEDULE
 
2011-2012
 
STPSIYRS BA BA+30 BA+60 MA MA+30 MA+60 DR 
1 46442 54116 57761 60774 63501 
2 47590 55421 59148 62234 65026 
3 48723 56751 60626 63730 66647 
, 4 49048 57736 61089 64037 669651----­ 49633 58189 61621 64395 675315 
6 49633 , 59002 63318 66470 69416, 
7 49633 , 60961 65424 68646 71382 
8 49633 62923 67414 70464 73319 
9 49633 65688 70382 73520 76434 
10 49633 67631 73101 75677 79091 
11 49633 , 70692 75763 78844 81677 
12 j 49633 
I 
74822 81144 84322 88263 
----­ --------_... --­ 88029--- i ­ --------­ ---_ .. _-----­13 I 49633 81076 91329 95109 
14 49633 84877 91743 i 95191 98906 
15 49633 88678 I 95888 99502 I 103168 
, 16 49633 92480 100033 103812 ; 107431I 
17 86516 93317 100962 96281 104179 108122 111693 
18 87986 94904 102679 97917 105950 109960 113592 
19 89482 96517 104424 99582 107751 111830 115523 
Those employees who have qualified for permanent certification by September 1, 1980 shall receive 
$200.00 per year. 
LDNGEVITY LONGEVITY AMOUNT" 
5 th year 500 
10th year 500 
18th year 1600 
2Zod year 1250 
26 th year 1250 
*Alliongevity amounts contained herein are cumulative 
Credit granted by the District for prior service in other Districts prior to April 1, 1971 shall be counted as 
years "in Monroe-Woodbury" for purposes of longevity. 
Only teaching staff who complete four or more months of service in one school year will move to the 
next step on the salary schedule in the following year as described in Article VIII, Section A, 1. 
-- --
--
----- -
APPENDIX "A-1"
 
SA SA+30~STP~/~RS 
47139
 
2
 48304
 
3
 49454
 
4
 49783
 
5
 50377
 
6
 50377 
_
, 7 50377
 
8
 50377
 
9
 50377
 
10
 50377
 
11
 50377
 
12
 50377
 
13
 50377 
--f- ­14 50377
 
15
 50377
 
16
 50377 
87813 94717~7 ­
..... 
-
I 
71752 
75944 
, 82292 
"- -­
86362 
90408 
94098 
102477 97725 
10370518 88866 95853 98897 
19 
­
10546890377 97482 100578 
SALARY SCHEDULE
 
2012-2013
 
BA+60 
.­ -.. _­
---­
MA+30MA MA+60 DR 
-
54927 58627 61686 64454 
56252 60035 63167 66002 
57603 61535 64686 67647 
58602 6797062006 64998 
59062 6854462545 65361 
7045759887 64268 67467 
61875 66405 69676 72452 
68425 
--_.
71521 7441963867 
71438 74622 7758166673 
7419868646 76812 80277 
82361 
89570 
93348 
97758 
101784 
105741 
107009 
108828 
76900 80026 82902 
I 85587 89587 
9677492927 
96857 100636 I 
105180101442 
109311105629 
109744 113369 
111060 114728 
112948 116678 
Those employees who have qualified for permanent certification by September 1, 1980 shall receive 
$200.00 per year. 
LONGEVITY LONGEVITY AMOUNT' 
5th year 500 
10lh year 500 
181h year 1600 
22M year 1250 
26 th year 1250 
"'All longevity amounts contained herein are cumulative 
Credit granted by the District for prior service in other Districts prior to April 1, 1971 shall be counted as 
years "in Monroe-Woodbury" for purposes of longevity. 
Only teaching staff who complete four or more months of service in one school year will move to the 
next step on the salary schedule in the following year as described in Article VIII, Section A, 1. 
APPENDIX "A-1"
 
SALARY SCHEDULE
 
2013-2014
 
STPSIYRS BA BA+30 BA+60 MA MA+30 MA+60 DR 
1 47846 55751 59507 62611 65420 
2 49028 57096 60936 64115 66992 
3 50196 58467 62458 65656 68662 
----­ -
4 50530 59481 62936 65972 68989 
------­ -
5 51133 59948 63483 66341 69573 
---­
-
6 51133 60785 65232 68480 71514 
-
- ------­
7 51133 62803 67401 70721 73539 
---_. 
8 51133 64825 69451 72594 75535 
-
-_._­
, 
----------­
9 51133 67673 I 72509 75742 78744 
10 51133 69675 75311 77964 81481 
11 51133 , 72829 78053 81227 84146 
12 51133 , 77083 83596 86870 90931 
13 ! 51133 83526 90913 94321 98225 
14 51133 87658 94749 98310 102146 
- -­ -­
15 51133 91764 99224 102963 106758 
, ---- ­
! 16 51133 i 95509 103311 107213 110951 
-­
-­
17 88691 95664 103502 98702 106799 110842 114502 
-----­ I --­ ---:~18 89755 96811 104743 99886 108079 112171 115875 
, ----­19 91281 98457 106523 101584 109917 , 114077 117845 
Those employees who have qualified for permanent certification by September 1, 1980 shall receive 
$200.00 per year. 
LONGEVITY LONGEVITY AMOUNr 
5'" year 500 
10 th year 500 
181h year 1600 
220d year 1500 
26\h year 1500 
'Alliongevity amounts contained herein are cumulative 
Credit granted by the District for prior service in other Districts prior to April 1, 1971 shall be counted as 
years '"in Monroe-Woodbury" for purposes of longeVity. 
Only teaching staff who complete fOUf or more months of service in one school year will move to the 
next step an the salary schedule In the following year as described in Article VIII, Section A, 1. 
----
- ---
- ----
---
APPENDIX "A-1"
 
SALARY SCHEDULE
 
2014-2015
 
-
STPSIYRS SA SA+30 
1 48564 
­
2 
-
49764 
3 50949 
4 51288 
5 51900 
__.0­
6 51900 
7 51900 
8 51900 
9 51900 
10 51900 
11 51900 
12 51900 
5190013 
14 51900 
15 51900 
16 51900 
17 9709990022 
-f------­18 91101 98263 
19 92650 99934 
-
SA+60 MA MA+30 MA+60 DRI 
. 6039956588 
­
63550 66402 
6185057952 65077 67997 
59344 
--- ­
63395 66641 69692 
60373 63880 66962 70024 
60847 64435 67336 70616 
61697 69507 7258766210 
63745 68412 71782 74642 
65797 7368370493 7666~_ 
73597 7687868688 79925 
76440 
­
8270370721 79134 
79224 8244573921 85408 
8485078240 
--- ­
88173 92295 
83944 92368 94792 98716 
88973 96170 10367899785 
93273 101425 105275 108769 
96942 104860 108821 112615 
105054 100183 112504 116220108401 
101384 113853106314 109701 117614] 
108121 119613103107 111565 115789 
­
--_... 
, -----­
Those employees who have qualified for permanent certification by September 1, 1980 shall receive 
$200.00 per year. 
LONGEVITY LONGEVITY AMOUNT" 
5th year 500 
1Olh year 500 
18th year 1600 
22nd year 1500 
26lh year 1500 
*All longevity amounts contained herein are cumulative 
Credit granted by the District for prior service in other Districts prior to April 1, 1971 shall be counted as 
years "in Monroe-Woodbury" for purposes of longevity. 
Only teaching staff who complete four or more months of service in one school year will move to the 
next step on the salary schedule in the following year as described in Article VIII, Section A, 1. 
APPENDIX "8-1"
 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR SALARIES
 
2010-2013
 
A 8 C D E F
 
Step Step Step Slep Step Step
 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+)
 
CHEERLEADING - FALL 
Varsity Head 0.6 2700 3240 3780 
----
4320IJ. V. Head 04 1800 2160 
­
2520 2880 
Modified Head - 8m Grade 135003 1620 1890 2160 
Modified Head - 7''' Grade 1350 1620 21600.3 1890 
I 3780 
3240 
4860 5400 
3240 3600 
2430 2700 
2430 27~ 
A 
Step 
POSITION (1-2) 
CROSS COUNTRY - FALL 
- ­
, Varsity Head - Boys 
i Varsity Asst - Bovs 
1.0 
09 
4500 
4050 
, Modified Head - Boys 0.7 3150 
" I_ModifiedAsst - Bovs 06 2700 
I VarsityHead - Girls I 1.0 4500 
I Varsity Asst - Girls 0.9 4050 
- -----­
Modified Head - Girls 
Modified Asst - Girls 
07 
-
0.6 
3150 
-­
2700 
8 
Step 
(3-5) 
5400 
4860 
3780 
3240 
5400 
4860 
C D E F 
Step Step Slep Step 
(6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
-
6300 7200 8100 9000 
----
I 
1- 64805670 7290 8100 
4410 5040 6300 
3780 4320 4860 
---­
5670 
5400 
6300 7200 8100 I 9000 
5670 6480 7290 , 8100 
4410 6300 
3780 
5040 5670 
4320 54004860 
-----
------
--- --
- ----
A B c D E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
---------­
FOOTBALL - FALL 
Varsitv Head 1.0 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 
VarsiiVAsst 09 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
- -
-
J. V. Head 
----_ .. _­
0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
J. V. Asst 0.8 3600 4320 5040 5760 6480 7200 
-­ -­
Modified A Head 0.8 3600 4320 5040 5760 6480 7200 
Mod ified A Asst 07 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
Modified B Head - 8 0.8 3600 4320 5040 5760 6480 7200 
Modified B Asst 8th 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
Modified B Head - 7 0.8 3600 4320 5040 5760 6480 7200 
--­
Modified B Asst _ 7'" 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
- - - , 
- ------­
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
SOCCER· FALL 
. - -----
Varsitv Head - Bovs 
- ­
72001.0 4500 5400 6300 8100 9000 
Varsitv Asst Bovs 09 4050 
-­
4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
J. V. Head - Bovs 08 3600 4320 5040 
­
5760 6480 7200 
J V Asst - Bovs 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 
­
5670 6300 
Modified Head - Bovs 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
-Modified Asst - Bovs 0.6 2700 3240 3780 4320 4860 5400 
Varsitv Head - Girls 1.0 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 
Varsitl' Asst - Girls 0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
-- ._-_._-----­
J. V. Head - Girls 50400.8 3600 4320 5760 6480 7200 
---------_ ... 
J. V. Asst Girls 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
Modified Head - Girls 07 3150 3780 
­
4410 5040 5670 6300 
----- -_.. 
Modified Asst - Girls 324006 2700 3780 4320 4860 5400 
A B c o E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step
 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+)
 
SWIMMING - FALL
 
Varsity Head ­ Girls 1.0 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 
Varsity Ass! ­ Girls 09 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
---­ ----------­
Varsity Asst Divino ­ Girls 0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 72§O 81~ 
-
__ 
A B c 
Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) 
---­
TENNIS - FALL 
Varsity Head ­ Girls 1.0 4500 5400 6300 
JV Head ­ Girls 0.9 4050 4860 5670 
A B c 
Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) 
~~=~~~c;-----------­
VOLLEYBALL - FALL 
o E F 
Step Step Step 
(9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
,
,
, 
7200 I 8100 9000 
6480 i 7290 8100 
o E F 
Step Step Step 
(9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
' ---~~~~~~c-i I-V",a",ri'si~!!Vc'H-"e-ca,-,d,-;-~Gc=irl",s__-+-i:1",0+--o4-:c50~0o-i _ 5400 6300 7200 _. __.a~10:o;0c-+--,9:o'0~0~0--1'
 
I-'J".__ __ 4860 S670 __~64~,8~~0'---l---'C72~9~0,--+-,8~1~0~0--1
V~.~H",e"ad"o-- G",ir,,-,ls~~~-+~0~.9+-~40S0_! 
Modified Head - 8'" Grade 0.8 3600 I 4320 S040 S760 6480 7200 
_M_o_d_ifi~dHead -T"Grade ._-,-0,,,,.8"-L.'3,,,6,,,0,,0_-,-i'-=4"'3..,2,,0---'----"'SO"-4"'0'---l--'S,,7,,6,,0---'-,_6"-4-,o8"'0---'-_7'-'2"'0"'0'--J 
- ---
A B c o E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
- -
BASKETBALL - WINTER 
Varsity Head - Bovs 1.0 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 
-­
Varsity Asst - Bovs 0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
J. V. Head - Bovs 0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
Freshman Head - Boys 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
Modified_Head - Bovs 8m 
-_ ... "--­
0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
- ­
-
Modified Head - Bovs 7 07 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
-
Varsity Head - Girls 1.0 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 
J Varsity Asst Girls 0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
-
- ---­
J V. Head - Girls 0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
- - -­ .--------­
Freshman Head - Girls 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
Modified Head - Girls 8'" 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
-
Modified Head - Girls 7m 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
-­
-
A B c o E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
CHEERLEADING - WINTER 
Varsity Head Ir V.Head 0.7 0.5 3150 2250 3780 2700 4410 3150 
- . 
5040 
3600 
5670 
4050 
-­
6300 
4500 
Modified Head _ 8m OA 1800 2160 2520 2880 3240 3600 
..Modified Head 7m 04 1800 2160 2520 2880 3240 
- -----------'­
3600 
A B c o E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step
 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
, 
4050 4860 5670
4860 5670 6480 
J. V. Ass! 5040 5760 6480 
ICE HOCKEY - WINTER 
­
Varsity Head 1.0 4500 5400 7200 8100 , 90006300 
Varsity Asst 09 6480 7290 8100 
0.9 4050J. V. Head 81007290 
0.8 3600 4320 7200 i 
-
------- -
----
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
ISKIING - WINTER 
-------
_."
Varsitv Head 
. 
0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
Varsitv Asst - Boys 0.8 3600 4320 5040 5760 6480 7200 
-----_ .... _-
Varsitv Asst - Girls 0.8 3600 4320 5040 5760 6480 7200 
A B c D E F 
Step Step Slep Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-B) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
-----_. 
---------------­
SWIMMING WINTER 
---- --­ - -
Varsitv Head - Bovs 1.0 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 
Varsitv Ass! - Bovs 0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
V",~ Assl Divinq - Bovs 09 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-51 (6-B) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
TRACK - WINTER 
Varsitv Head - EJoys 1.0 
-_..­
4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 
Varsitv Asst - Bovs 0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
-----­
-----_ .. -
Varsitv Head - Girls 1.0 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 
-
Varsity Asst - Girls 0.9 4050 4860 5670 6480 
-
7290 8100 
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
WRESTLlNG- WINTER 
varsifv He".'! . 1.0 I 4500 5400 • 6300 7200 8100 9000I
-
Varsitv Assl 
--,1),9! 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
-­ --­
M. S. Modified Head . 0.8 i 3600 4320 5040 5760 6480 7200 
-
---­
M. S. Modified Asst 0.71 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
- . 
J. V. Head 09 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
Freshman Head 0.8 3600 4320 5040 5760 6480 7200 
------
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Slep Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
-_ .. _­
BASEBALL - SPRING 
------­ ---­
------­
1J~!sJty I:lead 1.0 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 
Varsity Asst 
_... 
09 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
J. V. Head 0.8 3600 4320 5040 5760 6480 7200 
-- ­ .. ­
J. V. Asst 0.7
----'.­
3150 
- --­ -_. -
3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
Modified Head A (8/9) 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
. Modified Asst - A (8/9)
I Modified Head B (7/8) 
i Modified Asst B (7/8) 
06 
0.7 
0.6 
2700 
3150 
2700 
3240 
3780 
3240 
3780 
- ­ -­
4410 
3780 
4320 
5040 
--_. 
4320 
4860 
5670 
. ---­
4860 
5400 
6300 
5400 
17 Grade Head 0.7 3150 I 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
GOLF 
--
SPRING 
Varsity Head - Boys 5400 6300 I 7200 8100 9000 
Varsity Head - Girls 1~.~11~~~: 5400 6300 I 7200 8100 9000 
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
LAGR()SSE - SPRING 
5400VarsitY Head Boys. 1.0 4500 6300 7200 I 8100 
Varsity Ass! - Boys 4050 4860 5670 64800.9 7290 
---.- ­
Varsity Head - Girls 1.0 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 
_.~--
Varsity Ass! - Girls 48600.9 4050 5670 6480 7290 
J. V. Head - Girls 43200.8 3600 5040 5760 6480 
J. V. Asst - Girls 3780 44100.7 i 3150 5040 5670 
9000 
8100 
9000 
8100 
7200 
6300 
- - - -
--
--
--- ---
--
----
A 8 c D E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
-­
-
SOFTBALL - SPRING 
-­
Varsity Head 1.0 4500 
--- --­
5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 
Varsity Asst 09 4050 4860 5670 6480 7290 8100 
J. V. Head 0.8 3600 4320 5040 5760 6480 7200 
----­
J. V. Asst 
-------­
0.7 3150 3780 4410 I 5040_ 5670 , 6300 
M. S. Head - 8 
M. S. Asst -.: 8''''­
--­ - fh 
I M. S. Head - k 
0.7 
06 
0.7 
3150 
2700 
3150 
3780 
3240 
3780 
4410 
3780 
4410 
5040 
4320 
5040 
5670 I 6300
-··--Il4860 5400 
5670t- 6300 
M. S. Asst-7 06 2700 3240 3780 4320 4860 5400 
. .. 
POSITION
 
TENNIS - SPRING 
Varsity Head - Boys I 1.0 4500 
Varsitv Ass! - Bovs ,09 4050 
POSITION
 
A 8 c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
(1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
-
,5400 6300 720 
, l4860 5670 648I o 8100 9000 o 7290 8100 
A 8 c D E F 
Step Step Slep Step Step Step 
(1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
I TRACK - SPRING 
4500 5400r Varsity Head - Boys 1.0 6300 7200 8100 
Varsity Asst - Boys 0.9 4050 4860 6480 81005670 7290 ~ 6300 ,4410Modified Head - Boys 3150 3780 5040 56700.7 
,Modified Asst - Bovs 3240 3780 4320 4860 5400 .06 2700 
Varsity Head - Girls 1.0 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 ! 
,09 4050 7290 8100.'{arsity Asst - Girls 4860 5670 
.. 
6480 
Modified Head - Girls 07 3150 3780 4410 
­
5040 5670 6300 
0.6 2700 3240 3780 4320 4860
­
5400tModified Asst - Girls 
A B c D E F 
Step Step Slep Slep Slep Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
SWIMMING ­ YEARLY 
Aquatic Director 0.7 3150 3780 4410 5040 5670 6300 
Aquatic Director - Summer Flat 
fee 
1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Slep Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
TWIRLERS 
Head ­ Fall 
------------_.. _--_ ... 
----­
Head ­ Winter 
_..._-------­
0.35 
. 
0.35 
- -------_. -_ .. _-­
1575 
-~- - --_. -
_15?L 
1890 
1,!l9L 
2205 
- _.. _-­
2205 
2520
-­
... 
2520 
2835
-_ .. _-----_. 
2835 
3150 
_.. _-----------­
3150 
-
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
INTRAMURALS 126 Hours 
Req. School Proqram 104 900 900 900 900 900 900 
Special Ed. Proqram 8 900 900 900 900 900 900 
APPENDIX "B-1" 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR SALARIES 
School Year 2013·2014 
A B C D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
rCHEERLEADING: FALL ~ 
IVarsity Head m12754_t 330R56-f4406 1- 4957.· 5508 
J. V. Head !OAT1836 2203 2570 2938 r 3305 3672 I 
ItMOdified Head - 8th Grade 03 1377 f--j652 1928· _ 2203 F2479 2754 ~ 
Modified Head _7'h Grade 0.3 1377 1652 1928 2203 2479 2754 I 
A B C D E F 
Slep Step Step Slep Step Slep 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-6) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
._---, 
I CROSS COUNTRY - FALL 
I Varsity Head - Boys 
.. 
I 1.0 4590 
4131 
3213 
2754 
4590 
6426 I 6"'2c-T""0918015508 734m 
sl - Boys 0.9 4957 5783 6610 7436 826~~~arsitJ' As 
4498 ti06Modified H ead - Boys 07 3856 83 6426 [-._- . 1 . 51~ 573305 3856I Modified Asst - Boys 0.6 .4957 b5508 
1.0 5508 6426 7344 8262 9180IVarsity He ad " Girls 
, 
,Varsitl'Asst - Girls 0.9 4131 4957 5783 6610 7436~262' 
Modified H ead - Girls 0.7 3213 3856 4498 5141 5783 6426 I 
Modified Asst - Girls 2754 3305 44060.6 , 3856 49~ 5508 , 
A B c D E F 
Slep Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
FOOTBALL· FALL 
Varsit Head 1.0 4590 550:08-+---'6"'4o;2"'6-1----;7~3:c44:o_+_~826~2_+__o9"'1~8ocO --j 
Varsi! Assl 0.9 4131 49~57C;---j-~5~78;:;;3;___l___;6~6_oc1O;;-!-_ 7-;-43;:;;6;--j~82:;;6:o;2__1 
J. V. Head +O;c.9;:-+-~4~1~3~1 1_4957 5783 6610 -.;7",4.3:c6:c--1--o;-82",6;:;2c.J
r-r-IT Assl 0.8 3672 4406 5141 5875 -+--,6~6,"1~0.-+~7",3:::4,,-4-1 
IMoa1fied A Head 0.8 3672 4406 5141 5875 6610 7344 
Modified A Assl 0.7 3213 3856 4498 I 514:.'-1 -+-'5"'7"'8"'3-+-'6"'4"'2"'-,,-6--1 Modified·~B"Hc-"e""a"cdc-_-8""'-- ~0.8_ .~3o;-67:o-:2o-i---;;4-;;,40;:-;6o-i_--c5;-;1-;c;4Oc1--l. 5:;-87o-;5:-r--c;6~6-;;,10;;-j--;;7:'i3oC44;O-1 
8thModified BAssi - 0.7. 3213 3856 4498 5141 5783 6426 
MOdifie<:1BHead _7" 0.8 3672 4406 5141 5875 6610 7344 
Modified BAssI - 7" ..-"1...0,,-.7,-·.-,----,3",20.:1:-.3--"-...3,-,8~5.6" --' 4498 5141 5783 642.§.J 
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
OCCER - FALL 5 
arsily Head - Boysf-;V 1 1.0 4590 5508 .­ 6426 7344 8262 9180 
arsily Asst - BoysV 0.9 4131 4957 5783 6610 7436 8262 
.f­
· V. Head BoysJ 0.8 3672 4406 5141 5875 6610 73~ 
· V Assl - BoysJ 0.7 3213 3856 4498 5141 5783 6426IC
odified Head_- Boys roM 0.7 3856 4498 5141 5783 6426321~~odified Assl - BoysM 06 2754 3305 3856 4406 4957 5508IC
.rsity Head - Girlsf-;V 1.0 4590 5508 6426 7344 8262 9180 
arslly Assl - Girls,V 0.9 4131 4957 5783 6610 7436 8262 
· V. Head - GirlsrTI 0.8 3672 4406 5141 I 5875 6610 7344 
· V. Assl - GirlsICJ 0.7 3213 3856 4498 5141 5783 6426 
odified Head - GirlsI.oM 0.7 3213 3856 
-----­ -
4498 5141 5783 6426 
odified Ass! - Girls 
-
~M 0.6 ! 2754 3305 3856 4406 4957 5508 
,
 
A B c D E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
["SWIMMING - FALL. 
Varsit Head - G"ls 
Varsity Ass! - Girls __ 
_yarsity Asst Diving ­ Girls 
POSITION 
TENNIS - FALL 
Varsit Head - Girls j
I JV Head - Girls __ 
A 
Step 
(1-2) 
1 0 I 4590 
413109 
B 
Step 
(3-5) 
5508 
4957 
C D E F 
Step Step Step Step 
(6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
6~344~8262 B'80 I 
5783 6610 7436 8262 
I 1.0 4590 5508 6426 7344 8262 9180 
tW 4131 4957 5783 6610 7436 8262 0.9 4131 4957 5783 6610 7436 826~ 
A B c D E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
I-VOLLEYBALL~- ,-FA;:,L..,L,,--~~ 
I 91808262
7344
7344
- ­
IVarsity Head-= Girls 1.c~1 4590 5508 I 6426 -L 7 344 8262 
7436 
Modified Head - 8 Grade 0.8 36721440~6-+~5141 5875 6610 IModifled Head _7" Grade 08 3672 4408 5141 I 5875 
J. V Head - Girls ~4131 : 4957 5783 6610 
6610 
-- - - -
--
A 8 c o E F 
Step Slep Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
_ .... 
-
----­
- --­
BASKETBALL - WINTER 
Varsity Head Boys 
.. 
1.0 4590 5508 6426 7344 8262 9180 
Varsity Assl -.Bo~ 0.9 4131 4957 5783 6610 7436 8262 
J. V. Head - 80vs 
Freshman Head Boys 
0.9 
07 
4131 
3213 , 
4957 
3856 
5783
..._. 
4498 
6610 
5141 
7436 
5783 
8262 
6426 
I Modifi~d Head - Boys 8'" 
J.1()dilied Head - Boys 7'" 
0.7 
0.7 
3213 
3213 
3856. 
3858 
f--4498 
4498 
5141 
5141 
5783 
5783 
6426 
6426 
Varsity Head - Girls 1.0 4590 5508 6426 7344 8282 9180 
_'{arsily Assl - Girls 0.9 4131 4957 
... 
5783 6610 7436 8262 
J. V. Head - Girls 09 4131 4957 5783 6610 7436 8262 
-
Freshman Head - Girls 0.7 3213 3856 4498 5141 5783 6428 
Modified Head Girls 8 
Modified Head - Girls r­
. 
0.7 
0.7 
3213 
3213 
3856 
3856 
4498 
4498 
5141 
5141 
-­
5783 
-
5783 ~1~[] 
A 8 c o E F 
Slep Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
- -
CHEERLEADING WINTER
 
Varsitv Head 0.7
 3213 4498 5141 64263856 5783 
4590 
Modified Head - 8 
J . V. Head 05 2295 2754 3213 3672 4131 
1836 2203 2570 2938 3305 3672 
1Modified Head - 1''' 0.4 1836 2203 2570 2938 3672 
-­
0.4 
3305I 
ICE HOCKEY - WINTER 
­
.-,_. 
1.0 4590 5508Varsity Head 6426 
Varsilv Assl 09 4131 4957 5783 
0.9 49574131 5783illead 
J. V. Assl 0.8 3672 4406 5141 
A 8 c o E F 
Slep Step Step Slep Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
I 
7344 j 8262 9180 
82627436 
7436 8262 
6610 7344_ 
I 
6610 I 
6610 
5875I 
------
A B C D E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
-
SKliNG - WINTER 
-
Varslty Head 0,9 4131 4957 5783 6610 7436 
rsity Asst - Boys 08 3672 4406 5141 5875 6610 
rsity Asst- Girls 0,8 3672 4406 5141 5875 6610 
! 8262 
Va 7344 
, Va 7344 
POSITION 
~ -"" ,SWIMMING - WINTER 
i Varsity Head - Boys - _I {-OJ 
I varsi~ Asst BO~S ' I09 I 
Varsi Asst Oivi" - Boys ill 
POSITION 
i TRACK - WINTER 
I~:
 
G:
 
rsity Head - Boys 
rsity Asst - Bovs 
rsityHead ­ Girls 
1,0 4590 5508 6426 
-
5783 
6426 
0,9 
1,0 
4131 
4590 
4957 
5508 
rsity j\sst Girls ,0,9 4131 4957 5783 
POSITION
 
A 
Step 
(1-2) 
4590 
4131 
I 4131 
A 
Step 
(1-2) 
A 
Step 
(1-2) 
B 
Step 
(3-5) 
5508 
4957 
4957 
B 
Step 
(3-5) 
B 
Step 
(3-5) 
C 
Step 
(6-8) 
6426 
5783 
5783 
c 
Step 
(6-8) 
D E F 
Step Step Step 
(9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
7344 
6610 
6610 
-
8262 
7436 
7436 
9.1fJQ.. 
8262 
--­
8262 I 
D E F 
Step Step Step 
(9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
---J73'''''4'''4--'''C8'"''2''''6~2 ~~91' 80
-l­~ ­ 6610 7436 8262 6610 7436 8262 7344 8262 9180 
C D E F 
Step Step Step Step 
(6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
WRESTLlNG- WINTER 
Varsity Head 11,0' 4590 -T 
Varsitv Asst 0,9 4131 
I M. S, Modified Head 367208 
0,7, M, S, Modified Asst 3213 
J V, Head 09 4131 
0,8Freshman Head 3672 
5508 6426 ! 7344 8262 9180 
4957 5783 6610 7436 8262 
-
4406 5141 5875 6610 7344 
-
3856 4498 5141 5783 6426 
-­
4957 5783 6610 7436 
,~;~~-I4406 5141 5875 6610 
--
-------
------
-- --
A 8 c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
-- -_.. ­
BASEBALL - SPRING 
7344 
Varsity Asst 
Varsity Head___ 1.0 4590 5508 6426 
4131 4957 5783 661009 
--_... ,-­
5141J. V. Head 3672 4406 5875 
07 
0.8 
3213 3856 4498 5141~cAsst 
07Modified Head A (8/9) 3213 3856 4498 5141 
~-_ •...­
Modified Asst - A (8/9) 0.6 2754 3305 3856 4406 
Modified Head B (7/8) 44980.7 3213 3856 5141 
Modified Asst B (7/8) 44060.6 2754 3305 3856 
.
 
7m
 Grade Head 071 3213 4498 51413856 
8262 
7436 
... 6610 
5783 
5783 
4957 
5783 
I 4957 
5783 
--" -
9180 
8~~ 
7344 
6426 
6426 
5508 
6426 
5508 
6426 
A 8 c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
-
Varsity Head - Boys 1.0 4590 I 5508 642 
i Varsity Head - Girls 1.0 4590 I 5508 642
_ .. _­
~OLFSPRING
n 8262 91807344 8262 9180 7344 
A 8 c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Slep 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
LACROSSE - SPRING --~-
Varsity Head - Boys 1.0 4590 5508 6426 7344 8262 9180 
Varsity Asst - Boys 09 4131 4957 
-
.. 5783_ 6610 7436 8262 
Varsity Head - Girls 10 4590 5508 
----­
6426 
-­
7344 8262 9180 
Varsity Ass! - Girls 09 I 4131 4957 5783 6610 7436 8262 
J. V. Head - Girls 08(3672 4406 5141 5875 6610 7344 
~V. Asst,-_Girls 07 I 3213 3856 4498 5141 5783 6426 
- --
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
SOFTBALL - SPRING 
Varsity Head 
____-+'",'::;-0.f--2459~	5508 I 6426 
4m1=5783c'fa~si~e~~st 
, J. V. Asst 
8lhI M. SHead _ 
M. S. Asst - '"8,ich-­
M. S, Head - 1'"HM. S. Asst - t h 
07 3213 
06 2754 
07 3213 
I0 6,-,---,2.,.7.--54-,--"_ 
__-t",0",.9:+-4_'_31. 
____+00",8:+-",360;7.".2-I 
0.7 3213 
A B C 
Step Slep Step 
POSITION	 (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) 
TENNIS - SPRING 
Varsi Head - Boys ==--fB"-Rt90-I 5508-16426 
l Varsity Ass! - Boys 0.9 
POSITION 
'TRACK - SPRING ~. 
Varsity Head - Boys 1.014590 
4131Varsity Ass! -:- Bovs 0.9 
Modified Head - Boys 32130.7 
,
1Modified Ass! Boys_ 275406 
Varsity Head - Girls 1.0 4590
 
Varsity Asst - Girls 
-
10.9 ' 4131
 
, Modified Head - Girls 0.7 
[Modified Asst - Girls 06 
4131 4957 
-­
5783 
._._­
A 
Step 
(1-2) 
B 
Step 
(3-5) 
C 
Step 
(6-8) 
T5508 6426 
4957 5783 I3856 I 4498 
3305 3856 
5508 6426 
4957 I 5783 
3213 ' 38~498 
275~_L1305 3856 
-~ 
J-=7344 826HiO 
6610 74368262l 
4406 '5141 5875 6610 7344 
57833856 4498 5141 
. 
6426 
3856 4498 5141 
. 
5783 6426 
3305 3856 4406 4957 5508 
4498 5141 64263856 l- 5783 
55083305 I 3il5£t:l406 4957 
D E 
Step Step 
(9-11 ) (12-14) 
7344f8262 
6610 --"---7436 
D E 
Step Step 
(9-11) (12-14) 
---­
7344 8262 9180 I6610 7436 8262 
5141 5783 6426 
-
4406 4957 5508 
7344 8262 , 9180 1 
6610 7436 '.B62 , 
5141 5783 6426 \ 
4406 4957 5508 
F 
Step 
(15+) 
9180 
8262 
F 
Slep 
(15+) 
A B c D E F
 
Step Step Step Step Slep Slep
 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+)
 
SWIMMING - YEARLY
 
Aqua 07 3213 3856 4498
1173 1173 1173 
tic Director
 5141~~5783 6426 
FlatAquatic Director - Summer 1173~"73 1173 
, fee 
-
A B C D E F 
Step Step Slep Step Slep Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
!lWIRlERS 
'. Head - Fall 1607 ETIf8 1- 2249 2570 I 2892 321~~IDI Head -Winter 1035 1607 1928 I 2249 2570 2892 :l21:l..J 
A B C D E F 
Slep Step Step Slep Slep Slep 
, 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
-
INTRAMURAlS 126 Hours 
Reg School Program 9181041 918=j 
SjJeclal Ed. Proqram 8 918, 918 E~~~ R~f-t~~~ ] 918918 
APPENDIX "8-1" 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR SALARIES 
School Year 2014-2015 
A 8 C D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Slep 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-6) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
IcHEERLEADING -FALL 
r 337~ 3933 1 4495 5056 I 561[l 
1_ 2247 2622 i 2996 3371 I 3746 
1967 2247 2528 I 28011 
1967LJ658.---'------'-=----'_ 224~~-2528 I 28~ 
A 8 C D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-61 (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
I CROSS COUNTRY -FALL 
4C&.l 1656 
405 
Varsity Head 0.6 2609 
J. V Head 0.4 1673 
Modified Head - 6'h Grade 03 1 05 
-Modified Head _ ylh Grade 03 1405 
f 
'I 
10 4682 5618 I 8427 9364~arsity Head - Boys 65lli491 
Varsity Asst - Boys 0.9 4214 5056 l 5900 6742 7584 8426 
0.7 3277 3933 
-- ­
5899 6555Modified Head - Boys .. 4589 l 5244 
5056 5618~odified Asst - Boys - ,0.6 2809 3371 
_ 3933 I 44.j1..L 
6555 7491 84275618 9364~varsity Head - _Girls . t 1.0 i 4682 
4214Varsity Asst- Girls _ 0.9 5056 5900 I 6742 7584 8428 
-
4589 I 52443933 5899 6555I Modified Head - Girls 3277:==tI7 
3371 5618Modified Ass! - Girls O~ _ 2809 3933~95 5056I 
A B C 0 E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
FOOTBALL - FALL 
Varsitv Head 1.0 4682 56,18.-16555 7491 8427 . 9364 I 
, Varsitv Asst 0.9 4214 5056 5900 6742 7584 
.­
8428 
J. V. Head 
. 
09 4214 5056 
._­
5900 6742 7584 8428 
J. V Asst 08 3746 4494 5244 5993 6742 ' 7491 
Modified A Head , 0.8 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
-'
Modified A Asst 0.7 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
hModified ifHead _ 8' 0.8 -3746 4494 5244 5993 6742 7491 
-
Modified B Asst ­ 8'" 0.7 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
~odi!ied B Head - T' 
Modified B Asst ­ 7th 
..­
_Jf~ 3746 3277 4494 3933 5244 4589 
... 
5993 
-
5244 
6742 
5899 
7m6555 
POSITION 
.. ­[SOeeER - FALL 
Varsity Head - Boys 
VarsityAss! - Boys 
J. V. Head - Boys 
I J. V.Asst - Boys 
Modi!ied Head - Bovs 
Modified Asst - Boys 
VarsitY Head .. Girls 
Varsitv Asst - Girls 
J. V. Head .. Girls 
J. V.Asst - Girls 
Modi!ied Head - Girls 
I Modified Asst - Girls 
A B c o E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
(1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
- -~ 
1.0 65554682 5618 7491 
-­
8427 
. 
5900 6742 7584 
67420.8 3746 5244.j 5993 
52440.7 3277 5899 
3277 5244 58990.7 
... 
0.6 4495 5056 
7491 8427 
6742 7584 
5993 , 6742 
._­
0.7 
0.9 4214 5056
4494
3933
3933
2809 337~_ 
10 4682 5618
-- "--
0.9 4214 5056
0.8 3746 4494
3277 
-3277
2809 
3933 : 
4589
-
4589
3933
6555
5900
5244
4589 5244 5899 
9364
8428
7491
6555
6555
5618
9364
8428
7491
6555 i 
0.7 5244 58993933li89
- 65ill4495 50560.6 3371 3933 I 5618 
._­
A B c o E F 
Slep Step Slep Slep Slep Slep 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
SWIMMING - FALL 
Varsity Head - Girls 10 4682 5618 6555 7491 8427 9364 
Varsity Asst - Girls 09 4214 5056 5900 6742 7584 8428 
Varsity Asst Divino - Girls 09 4214 5056 5900 6742 7584 8428 
A B c o E F 
Step Slep Slep Slep Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
-----­ --­
-------------­ -­ -----_._--~ 
TENNIS - FALL 
Varsity Head - Girls 1.0 4682 5618 6555 -7491-lS427 9364 
JV Head - Girls 09 4214 5056 5900 6742 'I 7584 8428 
A B c D E F 
Slep Slep Slep Slep Slep Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
VOLLEYBALL· FALL 
Varsity_Head - Girls_ 1.0 4682 5618 6555 7491 8427 9364 
J. V. Head - Girls 
Modified Head '::'S'" Grade 
0.9 
- ------_ .. _­
0.8 
4214 
--------­
3746 
-
5056 
- - -­ ._­ -
4494 
5900 
5244 
6742 
--_.... 
5993 
7584 
--------­
6742 
84~ 
7491 
-------­
Modified Head - 7 Grade 0.8 3746 4494 5244 5993 6742 7491 
----------
------
-----
-------
- --------
------- --
- --------
--------
A B C o E F 
Step Step Slep Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
-
BASKETBALL - WINTER 
Varsity Head - Boys 4682 5618 6555 74911.0 8427 9364 
--_... 
Varsity Asst - Boys 09 
- - - ­
4214 5056 5900 6742 7584 8428 
J. V. Head - Bovs 4214 5056 8428 I0.9 5900 6742 7584 
Freshman Head - Boys 32770.7 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
~difie_d_ Head ~ Boy".s'" 0.7 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555
 
Modified Head - Boys 7ffi__ .
 0.7 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
1.0Varsity Head - Girls 4682 5618 6555 7491 8427 9364
--- -< 
Varsity Ass! - Girls 0.9 4214 5056 5900 6742 7584 8428 
0.9 4214J. V Head - Girls 5056 5900 6742 7584 8428
-_ .._--_. - ..
 
Freshman Head - Girls 3933 4589 
-- -­
07 3277 5244 5899 6555
 
Modified Head - Gins 8"
 0.7 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
------_. 
Modified Head - Girls 7· 0.7 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 
­
6555 
, 
I 
A B C o E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
CHEERLEADING - WINTER 
Varsity Head 0.7 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
J. V Head 0.5 2341 2809 3278 3746 4214 4682 
Modified Head - 8'" 
Modified Head ':'7th- .. 
OA 
OA 
1873 
- - --"------- ­
1873
-­
2247 
2247 
2622 
2622 
2996 
2996 
3371 
3371 
3746 
3746 
---­
-~---_._ .._.­
A B C o E F 
Step Step Step Slep Step Slep 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
I ICE HOCKEY - WINTER 
-- ­
I Varsity Head 4682 5618 65551.0 
! Varsity Asst
 5056 5900
0.9 4214 
, 
-- - ---­
, J. V. Head 09
---­
4214 5056 5900 
4494I J. V. Ass! 3746 524408 
-- - ._---­
I 7491 8427 9364 
I 6742 7584 8428 
' 6742 7584 84281-­
. 5993 6742 I 7491 
~ 
----- -
-----
A B c o E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
- ----
SKiiNG - WINTER 
- ._. 
Varsity Head 0.9 4214 5056 5900 ~_ 6742 7584 8428 
Varsity Asst - Bovs 08 3746 4494 5244 5993 6742 
-----­
7491 
Varsity Asst - Girls 0.8 3746 4494 5244 I 5993 6742 7491 
POSITION 
~ .._­SWIMMING - WINTER 
~:~:::~ ~::td~-~~~~... 
I Varsity Asst Diving - Boys 
POSITION
 
A 
Step 
(1-2) 
A 
Step 
(1-2) 
B 
Step 
(3-5) 
B 
Step 
(3-5) 
c 
Step 
(6-8) 
6555 
5900 
5900 
c 
Step 
(6-8) 
o 
Step 
(9-11) 
I 7491 
I 6742 
I 6742 
o 
Step 
(9-11) 
E F 
Step Step 
(12-14) (15+) 
8427 9364 
7584 8428 
7584 8428 
E F 
Step Step 
(12-14) (15+) 
10 4682 5618 
0.9 4214 5056 
0.9 4214 5058 
TRACK - WINTER 
Varsity Head - Bovs 10 4682 5618
­
6555 '7491 
- . ._-­
Varsity Asst - Boys 0.9 4214 5056 5900 6742 
;Varsity Head - Girls 1.0 4682 5618 6555 7491
-­
. Varsity Asst - Girls 0.9 4214 5056 5900 6742I 
8427 9364 
7584 8428 
8427 9364 
7584 , 8428 
A B c o E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION 
----_... _-­
-------­
: WRESTLlNG- WINTER 
(1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12·14) (15+) 
I 
~ Varsity Head 1.0 4682 ! 5618 6555 7491 8427 9364 ! 
'j Varsity Asst 09 4214 I 5056 5900 6742 7584 8428 , 
-
M. S. Modified Head ' 08 3746 ! 4494 5244 5993_ 6742 7491 
-----­
M. S. Modified Asst 07 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
-
J. V. Head 0.9 4214 5056 5900 6742 7584 8428 
-
Freshman Head 08 3746 4494 5244 5993 6742 7491 
- ---------
---- ---------
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
-----_._-­
--­ ---­
-. - --_ .. _-­
BASEBALL - SPRING 
Varsity Head 1.0 4682 5618 6555 7491 8427 9364 
Varsity Asst 09 4214 5056 5900 6742 7584 8428 
J. V. Head 08 3746 4494 5244 5993 6742 7491 
J. V. Asst 0.7 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
Modified Head A (8/9) 07 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
Modified Asst - A (8/9) 0.6 2809 3371 3933 4495 5056 5618 
Modified Head B l7/81 
Modified Ass! B [7/f3l ___ 
-
0.7 
0.6 
3277 3933 
-­ ---------­ - -----­
2809 3371 
4589
- -- - ----­ _. 
3933 
__ .0­
5244 
-­
4495 
5899 
5056 
6555 
5618 
r Grade Head 0.7 3277 L393L 4589 
- -,-­
_ 5244 5899 
--­ -----­
6555 
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
: GOLF - SPRING 
: Varsity Head - Boys 1.0 4682 5618 6555 
6555 
: 
I 
7491 
7491 
8427 9364 
: Varsity Head - Girls 1.0 4682 5618 8427 9364 
POSITION 
LACROSSE - SPRING 
Varsity Head - Boys 
Varsity Asst - Boys 
Varsity Head - Girls 
Varsity Asst - Girls 
J. V. Head Girls 
J. V. Ass! - Girls 
1_0 
09 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
A B 
Step Step 
(1-2) (3-5) 
4682 5618 
4214 5056 
4682 I 5618 
4214 I 5056 
3746 4494 
3277 3933 
c 
Slep 
(6-8) 
6555
 
5900
 
6555
 
5900
 
5244
 
4589
 
D 
Step 
(9-11 ) 
7491 
6742 
7491 
6742 
5993 
5244
-
E 
Step 
(12-14) 
8427 
7584 
8427 
7584 
6742 
5899 
_.. ­
F 
Slep 
(15+) 
--I 
9364 
8428 
9364 
8428 
7491 
6555 
------
--
A B C D E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
SOFTBALL SPRING 
1 8427Varsity Head 10 4682 5618 6555 7491 
Varsity Asst 0.9 4214 5056 5900 6742 7584 
J. V Head 0.8 3746 4494 5244 5993 6742
­
J. V Asst 
- -
0.7 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899
-­
_ 8thM. S. Head 3933 52440.7 3277 4589 5899 
M. S. Asst _ 8m 0.6 ' 2809 3371 44953933 5056 
M. S. Head - 7 524407 3277 3933 4589 5899 
M. S, Asst _ 7m 2809 3933 4495 505606 3371 
-
.. _­
9364 
8428 
~~;~l 
!6555 
1 5618 I 
I 6555 
I, 5618 
A B C D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION 
'TENNIS ­ SPRING 
(1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) 
..._--, 
(12-14) (15+) 
Varsity Head - Boys 1,0 
-
0,9 
4682 5618 6555 7491 I 8427, I 9364 
Varsity Asst - Boys 
-
4214 5056 5900 6742 I 7584 I 8428 
A B C D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
TRACK - SPRING 
Varsity Head - Boys 46821.0 
Varsity Asst - Boys 0.9 4214 
Modified Head - Boys 0.7 3277 
2809Modified Asst -Boys 0.6 
Varsity Head - Girls 1,0 4682 
Varsity Asst - Girls "0,9 4214 
-----_._. 
Modified Head - Girls 0.7 3277 
Modified Asst - Girls 0.6 2809 
5618 
­
7491 8427 93646555 
84285056 5900 6742 7584 
-
3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
3371 3933 4495 5056 5618 
5618 6555 7491 8427 9364 
I 75845056 5900 ; 6742 8428 
­
3933 4589 , 5244 5899 6555 ~ 
II 3371 3933 4495 5056 I 5618 
.-- ­ .­
A B c o E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step
 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+)
 
-
ISWIMMING ­ YEARLY 
Aquatic Director 0.7 3277 3933 4589 5244 5899 6555 
Aquatic Director - Summer Flat 1196 1196 1196 1196 1196 1196 
fee 
-­
A B c o E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
TWIRLERS 
Head ­ Fall 0.35 1639 
Head - Winter 0.35 1639 
----­
-- -­ -
1966 
1966 
---­
2294 
-
2294 
-
­
2622 
2622 
-­
2949 3277 
2949 3277 
A B c o E F
 
Step Step Step Step Step Step
 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+)
 
INTRAMURALS (26 Hours ~--_. ._­
Reg. School Proqram 104 I 936 I 936 936 936 936 936 
Special Ed. Program 8 I 936 I 936 936 936 936 936 
APPENDIX "C-1"
 
CO-CURRICULAR SALARIES
 
2010-2013 
A B C o E F 
Slep Slep Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
ADVISORS 
Activity Fund - MS 1.0 3400 4080 4760 5440 6120 6800 
AV -- Middle School 0.6 2040 2448 2856 3264 3672 4080 
._----­
----------­ -
AV -HighSchool 0.6 2040 
-----­
2448 2856 3264 
--­ ---_. 
--­ -----­ -­ ----­
3672 4080 
Class Advisor - Freshman 0.6 2040 2448 2856 3264 3672 4080 , 
--------_..._---------------­
Class Advisor - Sophomore 0.6 2040 2448 2856 3264 3672 4080 
Glass Advisor ­ Junior 0.7 i 2380 2856 3332 3808 4284 , 4760 
Class Advisor - Senior 0.8 i 2720 3264 3808 I 4352 4896 I 5440 
,
FBLA AdVisor - HS 08i 2720 3264 3808 4352, 4896 5440 
G & T Bldq. Coordinator 0.8 2720 3264 3808 I 4352 4896 5440 
G & T Facilitator - HS 0.6 2040 2448 2856 3264 3672 4080 
G & T Resource Counselor 0.6 2040 2448 2856 3264 3672 4080 
- Middle School 
... 
LEAD Facilitator - HS 0.6 2040 2448 2856 3264 3672 4080 
National Honor Society ­ 0.8 2720 3264 3808 4352 4896 5440 
Hiqh School 
-­ -----­ ----­
Bench Honor Soci~~l____ 0.7 2380 2856 3332 3808 
-­ . . .. 
4284 4760 
2380 2856 3332 3808 4284 4760 
1 ~~~~[s~o~g~;ro§6~~tv--t~; 2380 2856 3332 3808 4284 4760 
OM Coordinator - Distnct 0.8 2720 3264 3808 4352 4896 5440 
Student Government - HS 1.0 3400 4080 4760 5440 6120 6800 
Student Government - MS 09 3060 3672 4284 4896 5508 6120 
----
- ---
----
-----
- - --------
-------------
-----
-- - --- - -
-- ---
----
A B c D E F 
Step Slep Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
CLUBS/TEAMS 
- 1700Academic Decathlon - HS 0.5 
Academic Leaaue - HS 17000.5 
Athletic Club - HS 23800.7 
I Art Club - CV Yearlv) 204006 
1020Art Club - PT 4 clubs 03 
2720Art Guild - HS 0.8 
Art Guild - MS 13600.4 
Aurora Science Club 17000.5 
1360
 
11 club, 2 advisors)
 
Chess Club - HS
 
Big Brother/Big Sister 0.4 
17000.5 
1020Chess Club - MS 03 
Computer Club - District 17000.5 
Debate Club HS 170005 
Environmental Science ­ 17000.5 
MS 
0.4 
- .. 
1360 
Hio Hoo Club - HS 0.4 1360 
-­
History Club - HS 
FACS Club - HS 
13600.4 
Inleract Club .. HS 340010 
International Club - HS 1700
 
Kids Chanaing World - HS 0.4
 
0.5 
1360 
Le CiCcle Francais - HS 1020 
_ .. -
---- -
0.3 
Math Team - HS 2380
 
Math Team - MS ' 0.7
 
0.7 
2380
 
Mock Trial- HS 0.5 
. ­
1700 
Model UN - HS 0.6 2040 
Outdoor Club - HS 17000.5 
Photoaraphv Club - MS 0.3 1020 
Quiz Bowl - MS 10200.3 
1700~ading Club::-.Elem 05 
1020, Roma Lanauaae - MS 0.3 
SADD .. HS 10200.3 
Habitat for Humanitv - HS 68002 
1360Japanese Culture Club­ 0.4 
HS 
________1 
SAVE - HS 0.4 1360 
1020Sewina Club - MS 0.3 
2040 3280 34002720 3060 
2040 3280 2720 34003060 
2856 47603332 3808 4284 
40802448 2856 3264 3672 
1224 1428 1836 20401632 
3264 3808 4352 4896 5440 
1632 27201904 2176 2448 
2040 34003280 2720 3060 
­
1632 1904 2448 27202176 
2720 3060 34002040
---­
3280 
1224 1428 1632 1836 2040 
34002040 3280 2720 3060 
2040 3280 2720 3060 3400 
2040 27203280 3060 3400
­
2176 27201632 1904 2448 
1904 2176 2448 27201632 
27201632 i 1904 2176 2448 
.. 
4760 68004080 
_. 
5440 6120 
34002040 2380 2720 i 3060 
1632 1904 2176 i 2448 2720 
1224 1428 1632 1836 2040 
33322856 3808 4284 4760 
2856 3332 47603808 4284 
2040 2380 2720 34003060 
. ... 
2448 2856 3264 3672 4080 
2040 34002380 
. ­
2720 3060 
1224 1428 20401632 1836 
1224 1428 1632 1836 2040 
2040 2380 2720 3060 3400 
1224 1428 I 1632 1836 2040 
1224 1428 1632 1836 2040 
816 952 13601088 1224 
1632 1904 2176 
­
2448 I 2720,! 
I 
1632 1904 2176 2448 2720 
. ­
1224 1428 1632 1836 2040 
, 
-----
- ------ -
--- ---
------
A B C D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-6) (9-t11 (12-t4) (15+) 
CLUBSITEAMS - (Continued) 
,Science Olvmoiad - HS 0.5 1700 2040 3280 2720 3060 3400 
'Science Olympiad 
.. 
MS 0.5 1700 2040 3280 2720 3060 3400 
Ski Club - HS 0.4 1360 1632 1904 2176 2448 2720 
._-­
Spelling Bee - MS 0.3 1020 1224 1428 20401632 1836 
- --- ------_. 
--<----,
SPECTRUM - HS 0.4 1360 1632 1904 2176 2448 '.2720 
SSOS 0.5 1700 2040 2380 2720 3060 3400 
STARS - HS 0.8 2720 3264 3808 4352 4896 5440 
Talent Show - PT (1 club, 0.2 680 816 952 1088 1224 1360 
2 advisors)
 
TechnoloQV Club 
.
 
0.2 680 816 952 1088 1224 1360 '-~'oc-Teen Outreach - HS 47601.0 3400 4080 5440 6120 I 6800 
.- . 
-- -- -----
YounQ Citizens Club - HS 0.3 1020 1224 1428 1632 1836 2040 
Youth in Government - HS 0.4 1360 1632 1904 2176 2448 2720 
,Youth vs. Cancer - HS 1020 1224 142803 1632 1836 I 2040 
Youth vs. Homeless - HS 05 1700 2040 2380 2720 3060 I 3400 
Scrabble Club - MS 0.4 1360 1632 1904 2176 2448 2720 
Woodworkino Club - MS 0.3, 1020 1224 1428 1632 1836 2040 
Wellness Club - HS 1632 1904 2176 24480.4 I 1360 2720 
0.4 ' 1632 1904 2176 2448 2720I Weliness__Clu_b_....M:3._ 1360 
i 
, 
I 
, 
I 
i 
1 
! 
, 
I 
A B C D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1 -2) (3-5) (6-81 (9-111 (12-14) (15+) 
----------­
MUSICAL GROUPS 
150 Club - HS 0.4 1360 1632 1904 2176 2448 , 2720, 
Chamber Winds - HS 0.7 2380 2856 3332 3808 4284 I 4760 
Drill Instructor HS 0.5 1700 2040 3280 2720 3060 ! 3400 
Fiddler's Philharmonic­ 0.5 1700 2040 3280 2720 3060 ! 3400 
HS , 
Jazz Ensemble - HS 0.7 2380 2856 3332 3808 4284 ! 4760 
Jazz Ensemble - MS 0.7 2380 2856 3332 3808 4284 4760 
Marchino Band - HS 0.8 2720 3264 3808 4352 4896 5440 
Marchin9 Band Color 0.4 1360 1632 1904 2176 2448 2720 
Guard - HS 
Strollino Strinos - HS 0.7 2380 2856 3332 i 3808 4284 4760 
A B c D E F 
Step Slep Step Step Step Slep 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
I DESINATION IMAGINATION TEAMS 
IDestination Imagination 
I Team 
0.8 2720 3264 3808 4352 4896 I 5440 
A B c D E F 
Step Step Slep Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
,2720 , 
, 
PRODUCTIONS - DRAMA 
Director (per plav) 0.8 2720 3264 3808 4352 4896 5440 
Production Support 0.4 1360 1632 1904 2176 2448 2720 
(p~J'I"YL _____ . 
---_..- ._. 
Technical Support 0.4 1360 1632 1904 2176 2448 
(oer olav) 
A B c D E F 
Step Slep Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
-- --­
PRODUCTIONS - MUSICAL 
Elementary Production 0.4 1360 1632 1904 2176 2448 2720 
Director 
....... ... _----­
------­
.. __._--­ _. 
Elementary Production 0.3 1020 1224 1428 1632 1836 2040 
Support 
Director (per plav) 1.0 3400 4080 4760 5440 6120 6800 
Instrumental Support 0.5 1700 2040 2380 2720 3060 3400 
(Der Dlav) 
Production Support 0.5 1700 2040 2380 2720 3060 3400 
(per plav) , 
-_ .._.. _­
Technical Support ! 0.5 1700 2040 2380 2720 3060 3400 
(Der plav) 
Vocal SUDDort (per play) ----.' 306() --------­0.5 1700 2040 2380 2720 3400 
---
--
A B c D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Slep 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
'PUBLICATIONS -
Literary Maqazine - MS 0.5 1700 2040 I 
1632.NewSjJaoer - Elementary 04 1360 
Newspaper Elemenlary 
(1 PT/1 CV) 
04 1360 1632 
2448 
-
4080 
Pendraaon - HS 06 2040 
Yearbook - HS 1.0 3400 
Yearbook - HS 10 3400 4080 
I Yearbook - MS 12\ 0_8 2720 3264 
i Newspaper ­ HS 
(.125 per issue wi 
minimum 5 issues/max 10 
issues) 
10 3400 
-----­
4080 
---­
2380 
1904 
1904 
2856 
4760 
4760 
­
3808 
4760 
2720 
2176 
2176 
3264 
5440 
5440 
-
4352 
5440 
I 
,
, 
3060 
2448 
2448 
3672 
6120 
6120 
4898 
6120 
3400 
2720 
2720 
4080 
6800 
6800 
5440 
6800 I 
I 
APPENDIX "C-1"
 
CO-CURRICULAR SALARIES
 
School Year 2013-2014
 
A B C D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
ADVISORS 
Activitv Fund - MS i 1.0 3468 4162 4855 5549 6242 6936 
AV ­ Middle School 0.6 2081 2497 2913 3329 3745 4162 
AV - Hiah School 0.6 2081 2497 2913 3329 3745 4162 
Class Advisor ~ Freshman 0.6 2081 2497 2913 3329 3745 4162 
-­
Class Advisor - Sophomore 0.6 2081 2497 2913 3329 
-----­ ---------­
3745 4162 
-----­
Class Advisor ­ Junior 0.7 2428 2913 3400 3884 4369 4855 
-
----_. ---------­ -
Class Advisor - Senior 0.8 2774 3330 3884 4439 4994 5549 
-­
-FBLA Advisor ­ HS 0.8 2774 3330 3884 4439 4994 5549 
G & T Bld!J Coordinator 0.8 2774 3330 3884 4439 4994 5549 
G & T Facilitator - HS 06 2081 2497 2913 3329 3745 4162 
G & T Resource Counselor 06 2081 2497 2913 3329 3745 4162 
- Middle School 
LEAD Facilitator - HS 0.6 2081 2497 2913 3329 3745 4162 
National Honor Soclety­ 0.8 2774 3330 3884 4439 4994 5549 
Hiah School 
French Honor Society 0.7 2428 2913 3400 3884 
--­ - ----------­
4369 4855
-
Italian Honor Society___ 0.7 2428 2913 3400 3884 
.. _­
4369 4855 
. <;panish Honor Societv 0.7 2428 2913 3400 3884 4369 4855 
OM Coordinator - District 0.8 2774 3330 3884 4439 4994 5549 
Student Government - HS I 1.0 3468 4162 4855 5549 6242 6936 
Student Government - MS I 0.9 3121 3746 4370 4994 5618 6242 
A B C D E F 
POSITION 
Step 
(1-2) 
Slep 
(3-5) 
-
Step 
(6-8) 
Step 
(9-11 ) 
Step 
(12-14) 
Step 
(15+) 
CLUBS/TEAMS 
! Academic Decathlon - HS 05 1734 2081 2428 2775 3121 3468 
, Academic Leaque - HS 0.5 1734 2081 2428 2775 3121 3468 iAthletic Club - HS 0.7 2428 2913 3400 3884 4369 4855 
-­
Art Club - CV (Yearly) 0.6 2081 2497 2913 3329 3745 4162 ~,. 03 1040 1249 1457 1665 1873 2081Art Club - PT (4 clubs) 
-­ -
Art Guild - HS 0.8 2774 3330 3884 4439 4994 5549 
Art Guild - MS 0.4 1387 1665 1942 2220 2497 2774 
- -
Aurora Science Club 0.5 1734 • 2081 2428 2775 3121 3468 ., 
---­
, ---------j 
Big Brother/Big Sister 0.4 1387 1665 1942 I 2220 2497 . 2774 . 
(1 club. 2 advisors) ~Chess Club - HS 0.5 1734 2081 2428 2775 3121 
-­ -
Chess Club - MS 0.3 1040 1249 1457 1665 1873 2081 
Computer Club - Qistrict 0.5 1734 2081 , 2428 2775 
1 
3121 3468 
-
Debate Club - HS 0.5 1734 2081 2428 2775 3121 3468 
_..._­
-
~nvironmental Science­ 0.5 1734 2081 2428 2775 I 3121 3468 
MS 
c-EACS Club - HS 0.4 1387 1665 1942 2220 2497 2774 i 
Hip Hop Club ~ HS 0.4 1387 1665 1942 2220 2497 2774 
Historv Club - HS 0.4 1387 1665 1942 2220 2497 2774 
--, ---­ . 
Interact Club - HS 10 3468 4162 4855 5549 6242 6936 
.­
International Club - HS 0.5 1734 2081 2428 2775 3121 3468 
Kids Changing World - HS.. 0.4 1387 1665 1942 2220 2497 277<1..
. -
Le Circle Francais - HS 0.3 1040 1249 1457 1665 1873 2081 
Math Team - HS 0.7 2428 2913 3400 3884 4369 4855 !
---, 
-
Math Team - MS 0.7 2428 2913 3400 3884 4369 4855 
Mock Trial - HS 051 1734 2081 2428 2775 3121 3468 
Model UN ­ HS 06' 2081 2497 2913 3329 3745 4162 
-
Outdoor Club - HS 05 1734 2081 2428 2775 3121 3468 
03 1249 
~-
1873Photography Club- MS 1040 1457 1665 2081
-_... - .. 
Quiz Bowl - MS 03 1040 I 1249 1457 1665 1873 2081 
.­
Reading Club - Elem. 0.5 1734 2081 2428 2775 3121 3468 
Roma Lanauaae - MS 0.3 1040 1249 1457 1665 1873 2081 
. SADD- HS 0.3 1040 1249 1457 1665 1873 2081 I
- .­
. Habitat for Humanitv - HS 02 694 832 971 1110 1387 
i Japanese Culture Club­ 0.4 1387 
! .­
1942 2220 27741665 
I HS 
ISAVE-HS 0.4 1387 1665 1942 2220 2774 
[jewing Club - MS 
.. ­
03 1040 1249 1457 1665 2081 
1248 
2497 
2497 
1873 
~
 ~
 
--- - - --
----
- --
- - - ---
-- -----
------
-- ------
A B C o E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
: CLUBS/TEAMS - <Continued) 
! Science Olvmpiad - HS 20810.5 1734 2428 2775 3121 3468 
1734 2081 2428I Science Olvmpiad - MS 0.5 2775 3121 3468 
- -_._­
0.4 1387 1665 1942 2497 2774Ski Club - HS 2220 
-- ----------" 
1457 2081Spellina Bee - MS 0.3 1040 1249 
_. 
1665 1873 
-
1665 1942 2497 2774SPECTRUM - HS 
-~.-
0.4 1387 2220 
SSOS 
_. 
- -_. 
2428 27752081 3121 34680.51 1734 
STARS- HS 2774 3330 3884 4439 4994 55490.8 
1110Talent Show - PT (1 club, 0.2 694 832 971 1248 1387 
2 advisors) 
.- --_. 
0.2 694 832 971 1110Technoloav Club 1248 1387 
Teen Outreach - HS 1.0 3468 4162 4855 
--­
5549 6242 6936 
- - .------­
1457 1665 2081 
Youth in Governmen!..". HS I 0.4 
Young Citizens Club - HS .1 0.3 1040 
­
1249 1873 
24971665 1942 2220 27741387 
1457 1665 1873 2081 
Youth vs. Homeless - HS 0.5 
Youth vs. Cancer - HS 03 1040 1249 
2428 2775 3121 3468 
Scrabble Club - MS 0.4 
1734 2081 
24971942 2220 2774 
Woodworking Club - MS 03 
1387 1665 
1249 1457 1665 1873 20811040 
22200.4 1387 1665 1942Wellness Club - HS ;:~;-}t;:J04 1387 1665 1942 2220Wellness Club - MS 
-
A B C o E F 
Step Step Slep Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
I MUSICAL GROUPS 
2497 2774 
3884 
2220 
4369 4855 
2775 3121 3468 
,I 2775 3121 3468 
i 
I 3884 4369 4855 
3884 4369 4855 
2220 2497 2774
­
3884 4369 4855 
150 Club - HS 0.4 19421387 11665 
Chamber Winds - HS 34000.7 2428 2913 
Drill Instructor - HS 
---­
0.5
-­
1734 2081 2428 
-- . - ------­
Fiddler's Philharmonic­ 05 1734 2081 2428 
HS
 
Jazz Ensemble - HS 0.7 
­
2428 2913 3400 
Jazz Ensemble - MS 0.7 2428 2913 3400 
MarchinQ Band - HS 08 
1387 1665Marching Band Color 0.4 1942 
Guard - HS
 
Strollina Strines - HS
 2428 291307 3400 
A B C 0 E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
I DESINATION IMAGINATION TEAMS 
, Destination Imagination ~74 
Ueam . _ ! 
3330 38~39 
I 
4994 
...L 
155~ 
A B c o E F 
Step Step Slep Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
-
, ... 
I ~~~~o~~;~~~:y)DRAM_A -0 8 2774 3330 3884 ~439 
f 1 Production Support O. 4 1387 2220 I1665 1942 r(per play) 
Tech nical'S'uccpccpo,-rtC----+"O.4 1387 
-­
1665 1942 2220 
,(per play) , II I 
A B c o E 
Step Step Step Slep Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) 
'PRODUCTIONS - MUSICAL .
 
I Elementary Production OAM387' 1665 I 1942
 2220 2497 , Director ,. ­ I-1249 1457 1665 
i!t~~::;:~,,·" I:: I :::l 4162 4855 5549 
Instrumental Support ~' 27750.5 r1734 r pl"l1_ 2;r:8 
Production Support 0.5 1734' 2081 2428 I 2775 
(per:Jllay) I _ _ ~ ro5
Technical Support 1'"7'03'4+
 2081 ::1=2775I, 
[ (per play) 
Vocal Support (per play) 0.5 1734 208028 _ 2775 
4994 5549 
-
2497 2774 
I 
2774 II2497 
F 
Step 
(15+) 
2774 
1873 
6242 
3121 
3121 
3121 
3121 
2081
 
6936 , 
3468 
3468 
3468 ! 
34~
 
- -
--
A B C 
Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) 
. PUBLICATIONS 
Literary Magazine - MS _ 05 1734 2081 
Newspaper - Elementary 0.4 1387 1665 
Newspaper - Elementary 0.4 1387 1665 
i (1 PT/1 CV) 
Pendraqon - HS 0_6 2081 2497 
Yearbook - HS 1_0 3468 4162 
Yearbook - HS 1_0 3468 4162 
Yearbook - MS (2) 
-
-
0_8 2774 3330 , 
Newspaper - HS to 3468 4162 
C125 per issue wi 
minimum 5 issues/max 10 
issues) 
2428
 
1942
 
--- _.. _----­
1942
 
2913
 
4855
 
4855
 
3884
 
4855
 
D 
Step 
(9-11) 
2775
 
2220
 
2220
 
3329
 
5549
 
5549
 
4439
 
-
5549
 
E 
Step 
(12-14) 
3121
 
2497
 
2497
 
3745
1
 6242
 
-
6242
 
4994
 
6242
 
F 
Step 
(15+) 
3468
 
2774
 
2774
 
4162
 
6936
 
6936
 
5549
 
6936
 
-
APPENDIX "C-l"
 
CO-CURRICULAR SALARIES
 
School Year 2014-2015 
A B C D E F 
Step Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+) 
AflVIS()RS­ ---­ -­ ! 
Activity Fund 
-
MS I 1.0 3537 4245 4952 I 5660 6367 7075 
AV ­ Middle School 10.6 3183 3821 4457 ! 5094 5730 6368 
AV - HiQh School 06 3183 3821 4457 5094 5730 6368 
-­
Class Advisor - Freshman 06 3183 3821 4457 5094 5730 6368 
Class Advisor - Sophomore 06 ! 3183 3821 4457 5094 5730 6368 
Class Advisor Junior 0.7 2476 2972 3466 3962 4457 4953 I 
Class Advisor ­ Senior 0.8 2830 3396 3961 4528 5094 5660 
, FBLA Advisor - HS 0.8 2830 3396 3961 452U5094 5660 , G& T Bldg. Coordinator -08 2830-r=3396 3961 4528 5094 5660 ~ & T Facilitator - HS 06 3183 3821 4457 5094 5730 6368 I G & T Resource Counselor 0.6 3183 3821 4457 5094 -573-0 6368 
- Middle School 4457~5094 5730LEAD Facilitator - HS 0.6 3183 3821 6368 
, National Honor Society ­ 08 2830 3396 3961 4528 5094 5660 
HiQh School 
.. 
French Honor Societ1' 07 2476 2972 3466 , 3962 4457 4953 
Italian Honor Society 0.7 2476 2972 3466--+-4l162 4457 
":;]TI-
. Spanish Honor Society 0.7 2476 2972 3466 3962 4457 
-~M Coordinator - District 0.8" 
-
Student Government - HS 1.0 3537 4245 4952 5660 6367 7075j
Student Government - MS 09 3183 3821 4457 5094 ! 5730 6368 
A B c D E F
 
Step Slep Step Step Step Step
 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11 ) (12-14) (15+)
 
-­
CLUBS/TEAMS 
---­ - -­
Academic Decathlon - HS 0.5 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538 
Academic Leaaue - HS 0.5 2476 2830 3184 -­ ---­1769 2123 3538 
-
. 
Athletic Club - HS 0.7 2476 2972 3466 3962 4457 4953 
Art Club - CV (Yearly) 06 3183 3821 4457 DOg'! 5730 6368 
Art Club - PTJ4_clubs) 0.3 1061 1274 1486 1698 1910 2123 
-
Art Guild - HS 0.8 2830 3396 3961 4528 5094 5660 
-­
Art Guild - MS 0.4 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 
-
-­
Aurora Science Club 0.5 1769 2123 2476 I 2830 3184 3538 IBig Brother/Big Sisler 0.4 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 I! (1 club, 2 advisors) 
Chess Club - HS 0.5 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538 
Chess Club - MS 0.3 
Computer Clube:- District 0.5 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538 
Debate Club - HS 05 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538 
-
- - -:~ 
Environmental Science­ 0.5 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538 
MS 
-
-
FACS Club - HS 0.4 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 , 
Hip Hoo Club - HS 0.4 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 
Historv Club - HS 0.4 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 
Interact Club - HS 10 3537 4245 4952 5660 6367 7075 
-­
International Club - HS 05 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 35l!l.. 
Kids ChanginaWorld - HS 0.4 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 
0ce Circle Francais - HS 0.3 1061 1274 1486 1698 1910 2123 
Math Team - HS 0.7 2476 2972 3466 3962 4457 4953 
-
Math Team - MS 0.7 2476 2972 3466 3962 4457 4953 
-
Mock Trial- HS 0.5 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538 
-
Model UN - HS 0.6 3183 3821 4457 5094 5730 6368 
. -
Outdoor Club - HS 0.5 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538 
Photography Club::' MS 
-­
03 1061 1274 1486 1698 1910 2123 
- ­
Quiz Bowl- MS 0.3 1061 1274 1486 1698 1910 2123 I 
Reading Club - Elem. 05 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538 r=--­ 0.3 1274 1486 1698 1910 2123Roma Language - MS 1061 
-
SADD - HS 03 1061 1274 1486 1698 1910 2123 , 
~bitat for Humanitv - HS 02 707 849 990 1132 1273 1415 ; 
-
Japanese Culture ClUb ­ 0.4 1415 , 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 
HS , 
SAVE - HS 0.4 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 
rsewinJLfliJb'" MS l03 1061 1274 1486 1698 1910 2123 
1 
A B c D E F 
Slep Step Step Step Step Slep 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
_CLUBS/TEAMS - (C~on:o't...in.,u-;e,,:d:'-o-~~~o- ,-==-,--=-=_ '-::::=J 
Science Olympiad - -HS 05 1769 2123 2476 ··1-.z830 I 3184 3538 I 
cience Olympiad - MS 0.5 1769 2123 2476 28?3oc0,--+I---oo3o;18"c4o--+---oo32:5B3380BJ 
SkiClub-HS OA 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 ~.I 
SpeHlng Bee - MS ,03 1061 1274 1486 1698 1910 2123 ~ ~SPECTRUM-HS t~4 1415 169B 1981.,12264'2547 2B30 
SSOS ~ I 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538 
STARS - HS OB 2B30 3396 3961 4528 5094 5660 
, Talent Show - PT (1 club, 02 707 I 849. ~ 990 t1132. _ 1273 ' 1415 
2 adviso...rs"-l_.-cc-,- _ 
Tecbn~ Club 0.2 707 849 990 1132 1273 1415 
fieen goutreach - HS 10 3537 4245' 4952 5660 -t1-6iC3:;;6,.;7e-t~7"'0~7"'5-1 
Youn Citizens Club - HS 0.3 1061 1274 1486 1698 ~19~1~04-;2~1-';23"__J, 
rYouthJn GoYernment- HS OA 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 
Youlh YS. Cancer- HS 0.3 1061 12741A8 _1698 1910_ 2123 
Youth vs. Homeless - HS '05 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538rnScrabble Club - MS OA 1415 1698 1981. _'2~2~6""4_+-c2~5C:i4_ic7-t-2830_ 
Woodworking Club - MS 0.3' 1061 1274 1486 ' 1698 1910 2123 
Wellness Club - HS OA 1415 i 16~981 2264-+_2~5:"'4~74-'2~8;-::3~0_l-; 
L'lVellness Club - MS 0.4 141511698-". 1981 1 2264 L1~54'_'7--L_,28"'3__... 0~ 
A B c D E F 
Slep Step Slep Step Slep Slep 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-11) (12-14) (15+) 
QMD~CALGROUPS I 
150 Club - HS -1_~264 2548 2830 I 
Chamber Win 6 3962 4457---J 4953 
Drill Instructor 6' - 2830 I 3184 3538~ 
~i~dler's Philh 6 2.::l..?184 3538 ' 
Jazz Ensemb 6 3962 4457 4953 
Jazz Ensemb IJ..L2' ~ 6 3962 4457 4953 
Marching Band - HS _-----+?~3~ 1_~96 3961~. 4.5.28 5094' 56601 
I~~~~~i~gH~nd Color 0.41 1415 I 1698 i 1981 2264 2547 28~1 1 
I, Strolling Strings - HS 1 292IT1466 r- 3962 4457 4953:i 0.72476-] 
A 
Slep 
PDSITION (1-2) 
DESINATION IMAGINATION TEAMS 
Destination Imagination 2830 
i Team ~I 
A 
Step 
POSITION (1-2) 
B 
Step 
(3-5) 
C 
Slep 
(6-B) 
[~39~J 3961 
B 
Step 
(3-5) 
c 
Step 
(6-B) 
-_.-- ­
PRODUCTIONS - DRAMA 
.8-[Director (per play) 0 
Production Support 041 
er laYL 
Technical Support __ 4 
2830 3396 
1415 1698 
14-151 16981o:4t1 5­
__ (per play) L~ 
POSITION 
A 
Step 
(1-2) 
L
­
B c 
Step Step 
(3-5) (6-B) 
D 
Slep 
(9-11 ) 
[ 4528 
D 
Slep 
(9-11 ) 
D 
Step 
(9-11 ) 
E F
 
Step Step
 
(12-14) (15+) 
L09T:e~
 
E F
 
Step Step
 
(12-14) (15+) 
E F
 
Step Step
 
(12-14) (15+) 
3961.-1 4528 5094 5660 
1981 I 2264 2547 2830 , 
1981 2264 2547 2830 
--­
[PROD 
2264 
UCTIONS - MUSICAL 
Elemenlary Production 0.4 1415 1698 1981 ,~, j"'" Director 
Elementary Production 03 1061 
­
1274 1486 1698 1910 2123 
Suport 
Director (oer plav) 3537 4245 4952 5660 63677025...orOInstrumental Support 05 1769 2123 2476 2830 3164 3538 
(per p lay) 
Production Support 2830 ! 31841769 2123 2476 3538
 
erp lay)
 
Technical Support
 
05 
2123 2476 3538 ;0.5 1769 283~ (per p lay) 
Vocal ~rt (oer olav) 0.5 3538 
--
1769 II 2123 L2476 L2830 I 3164 
A B c D E 
Step Step Step Step Step 
POSITION (1-2) (3-5) (6-8) (9-1 t) (12-14) 
I PUBLICATIONS 
Literary Ma
 
News a e
 
Newspape
 
1PT/1CV
 
Pendragon 
Yearbook
 
Yearbook
 
Yearbook
 
. Newspape 
(.125 per i 
minimum 5
 
issues
 
gazine -- MS 0.5 1769 2123 2476 2830 3184 3538 
r - Elementary 0.4 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 
r - Elementary 0.4 1415 1698 1981 2264 2547 2830 
) 
-HS 06 3183 3821 4457 5094 5730 6368 
-HS 1.0 3537 4245 4952 5660 6367 7075 
-HS 1.0 3537 I 4245 4952 5660 6367 707~ 
-MS (2) 0.8 2830 3396_ _3961 4528 5094 5660 
r-HS 1.0 3537 4245 4952 5660 6367 7075 
1ssue wi 
I Jissues/max 10 I . I 
F 
Step 
(15+) 

AGREEMENT 
by and between the 
MONROE-WOODBURY 
CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
and the 
MONROE-WOODBURY 
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 
Teaching Assistants 
July 1, 2010-June 30, 2015
 
ARTICLE I. DEFINITIONS
 
A.	 The main body of this agreement is the contract between the District and 
the Association found before this supplement for Teaching Assistant 
specific provisions. 
ARTICLE II. WORKYEAR AND WORKDAY 
A.	 All teaching assistants work the teacher work year including the approved 
calendar of days off. 
B.	 All teaching assistants work a seven-hour workday inclusive of a thirty (30) 
minute lunch. Effective July 1, 2008, the workday for a teaching assistant 
will also include one preparation period equivalent in length to a teacher's 
preparation period in his or her respective buildings. Beginning in 2009­
2010, teaching assistants at the K-1 level will have a preparation period 
equivalent in length to that of the teachers in their buildings. Beginning in 
2009-2010, on the secondary level, scheduling Teaching Assistants for 
more than four (4) consecutive periods should be avoided. 
C.	 All part-time assignments are defined exclusive of lunch and/or formal 
break periods. 
D.	 Secondary Teaching Assistants may be assigned one period of hall duty. 
E.	 Teaching Assistants do not accrue nor are they entitled to any vacation 
time. 
F.	 Any Teaching Assistants used as substitute teachers with no substitute 
teacher assistant will be paid at an additional stipend of .5 of their own 
rate. This practice applies to both the regular school year and to the 
summer programs. 
G.	 Teaching Assistants are expected to attend faculty meetings if requested 
to do so by the building principals. In addition, teaching assistants may be 
requested to attend up to two (2) other meetings per year for student, 
curriculum and/or departmental issues. 
TA-! 
ARTICLE III. TEMPORARY LEAVE
 
A. Employees hired prior to September 1, 1977 shall be entitled to twenty 
(20) days of temporary leave per year cumulative to a maximum of two 
hundred fifty (250) days. Three (3) of such days may be used for personal 
business, and ten (10) of such days may be used when a family 
responsibility arises due to illness, 
B.	 Employees hired after September 1, 1977 shall be entitled to sixteen (16) 
days of temporary leave per year cumulative to a maximum of two 
hundred fifty (250) days. Three (3) of such days may be used for personal 
business, and ten (10) of such days may be used when a family 
responsibility arises due to illness. 
C.	 Temporary leave days may be used for religious observance, i.e. a day 
where an employee is prohibited from working because of a tenet of 
his/her religion, 
D.	 Personal Leave Guidelines 
The prescribed procedure for personal leave is that as contained in the 
main body of this agreement. 
ARTICLE IV. LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
A.	 Upon written request to the Assistant Superintendent for Human 
Resources, approval may be granted for leave without pay. It is to be 
understood that the Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources will 
grant such approval only if the leave does not interfere with the normal 
operation of the office andJor area in which the employee works. 
B.	 Child Care Leave 
The prescribed procedure for child care leave is that as contained in the 
main body ofthls agreement. 
c.	 Bereavement Leave 
The prescribed procedure for death in the family leave is that as contained 
in the main body of this agreement. 
TA-2, 
D. JUry Duty 
The prescribed procedure for Jury Duty is that as contained in the main 
body of this agreement. 
E. Sick Leave Bank 
The prescribed procedure for the Sick Leave Bank is that as contained in 
the main body of this agreement. 
ARTICLE V. INSURANCE 
A. Health Insurance 
The District will assume the full cost of health insurance premiums under 
the plan presently in effect for qualified members of the unit and their 
families, except for the employee's contribution as described below. 
Qualified members are those members of the unit who received benefits 
during the 1980-1981 school year or work in excess of six (6) hours per 
day. Members of the unit hired on or after July 1, 1983 shall not be 
eligible for coverage if their spouse provides coverage under a 
comparable plan. 
For members enrolled in the District health plan, the member contribution 
for health insurance will be as follows: 
Year Family Individual 
2010-2011 $616 $308 
2011-2012 $690 $345 
2012-2013 $764 $382 
2013-2014 $838 $419 
2014-2015 $911 $456 
Coverage for new employees shall not commence until the first of the 
month after the applications have been completed and the appointment 
approved by the Board of Education. The premium co-pay will be 
prorated accordingly. 
For an employee who was otherwise qualified for Health Plan coverage 
but who was ineligible for that coverage under this Article, as a post 1982 
TA·3 
hiree, and who was continuously employed in a qualified position for the 
last five (5) years of employment, and who suffers loss through death of 
the health plan provider spouse, then such employee will be eligible for 
the health plan benefit at retirement. at individual coverage only. 
Additionally, in retirement, employees previously ineligible due to 
comparability of plans, will be eligible for Individual (only) Plan coverage if 
there is an involuntary change in the spousal plan affecting eligibility, and 
subject to the same comparability criteria as active employees, or there is 
an involuntary loss of coverage through the spousal plan. 
The District will assume full cost of medical and health insurance 
premiums under the plan in effect in the District for all retired teaching 
assistants and for 50% of the cost of insurance for their dependents 
provided the retiree was employed by the District and enrolled in the 
medical and health insurance plan or enrolled in the same medical and 
health insurance plan (as the District's) through some other employer, for 
no less than the last five years of employment. 
Members who withdraw from the District's health insurance plan effective 
July 1, 2010 shall receive $4,500 if they were covered by the family plan, 
and $2,500 if they were receiving individual coverage, provided they 
remain uncovered under such plan for a period of twelve (12) consecutive 
months. Effective July 1, 2013, members shall receive $4,590 if they were 
covered by the family plan, and $2,550 if they were receiving individual 
coverage Effective July 1, 2014, members shall receive $4,682 if they 
were covered by Ihe family plan, and $2,600 if they were receiving 
individual coverage. Such payments shall be made at the end of each 
twelve (12) month-period. Nothing contained herein shall preclude a 
member from reentering the plan within the twelve (12) month period, 
provided, however, that in such case no payments shall be made. 
Pursuant to IRS Section 125, the District will offer the allowed flexible 
benefits account. 
B. DentalNision Insurance and the Benefits Trust 
The member benefit and District contribution for DentalNision insurance 
and the Benefits Trust is that as contained in the main body of this 
agreement. 
TA-4 
C.	 Life Insurance 
The District shall provide group term life insurance equivalent to one times 
a teaching assistant's annual salary. Life insurance coverage begins 
immediately after the employee's appointment is approved by the Board of 
Education. 
ARITICLE VI. RETIREMENT 
A.	 Certified Teaching Assistants shall be eligible for membership in the New 
York State Teachers Retirement System. 
ARTICLE VII. TERMINAL PAY 
Teaching Assistants who retire or resign will receive termination pay based upon 
seventy (70) percent of their daily rate for each day of accumulaled unused leave 
pursuant to Article III of this supplement andlor for each day of prior accumulated 
sick leave where applicable, provided that at the date of retirement or 
resignation, the employee has been continuously employed by the District for ten 
(10) years or more. 
Written notice of intent to retire or resign shall be given no later than March 15t of 
the year of retirement or resignation. Payment shall be made the pay period 
following date of retirement or resignation. 
ARTICLE VIII. VACANCIES POSTING 
A.	 Vacancies, when determined to exist by the Administration, will be filled as 
soon as practicable. Considering the time and process employed to refill 
a vacancy, employees must submit their written letters of resignation no 
less than two (2) weeks prior to the opening of school in September or to 
the last work day requested. 
T/\-5 
ARTICLE IX. IN-SERVICE COURSES AND WORKSHOPS 
In-service programs, outside of regular work hours, approved by the District, shall 
be compensated at the employee's regular rate. 
ARTICLE X. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
A.	 It is reaffirmed that the purpose of grievance procedures is to provide a 
means for orderly settlement of differences at the earliest possible stage 
of the prescribed procedure. 
B.	 The prescribed procedure for all grievances is that as contained in the 
main body of this agreement. 
ARTICLE XI. WAGES AND SERVICE INCREMENTS 
A.	 Personnel will be granted their service increments as provided in the 
Appendices based on their anniversary date of employment with the 
DistrIct. Said increment shall be prorated for Ihe remainder of the work 
year. 
B.	 The District and the Association agree to the salary schedules and 
longevity increments contained in the attached Appendix "TA-1" for 
teaching assistants with the following understanding about salary 
schedule movement: 
1.	 Teaching assistants hired prior to September 15, 2010 will advance 
on the salary schedule as tallows: 
a.	 Members on Step 11A. 11, 9 and 8 in 2009·2010 will 
advance two steps in 2010-2011 and then will move one 
step per year thereafter. 
b.	 Members on Step 10 in 2009·2010 will advance to Step 12 
in 2010·2011, then to Step 14 in 2011-2012, and then will 
mOve one step per year thereafter. 
C.	 Members on Steps 7 and below in 2009·2010 will advance 
one step per year through Step 10. After completing Step 
TA·6 
10, each member will advance to Step 12 and then advance 
one step per year thereafter. 
d.	 All teaching assistants hired after September 15, 2010 will 
advance on the salary schedule one step for each year of 
service. 
2.	 Any leaching assistant hired prior to September 15, 2010 who is 
subsequently laid off and then recalled shall be considered an 
employee hired before September 15, 2010 for the purposes of 
salary schedule placement and movement. 
C.	 The District payroll plan consists of twice monthly pay days for all 
Teaching Assistants with the option of a 20 or 24 pay date schedule for ail. 
D.	 All regular salaries are paid during the 10-month work year. 
E.	 Teaching Assistants who participate in the Elementary Summer Learning 
Lab program are paid a stipend $1,600, $1632 effective JUly 1, 2013, 
$1665 effective July 1, 2014, and $1,250, $1,275 effective JUly 1, 2013, 
$1301 effective July 1, 2014 for the Secondary Program. 
F.	 Teaching Assistants who are accepted as members in District's Mentor 
Program are paid $1,100 per year for mentoring three (3) interns, $1,122 
effective July 1, 2013, $1144 effective July 1, 2014; $950 per year for 
mentering two (2) interns, $969 effective July 1, 2013. $988 effective July 
1, 2014; and $800 per year, $816 effective July 1. 2013. $832 effective 
July 1. 2014 for mentorin9 one (1) intern. 
G.	 Effective JUly 1, 2008. all teachin9 assistants with a Bachelors de9ree, 
upon transcript verification. shall be paid a stipend of $850.00 annually, 
$867 effective July 1, 2013, and $884 effective July 1, 2014. 
TA-7 
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APPENDIX'TA-1"
 
SALARY SCHEDULE
 
2010-2011
.. Step 
1 23502 
2 23846 
3 24562 
4 25547 
. ---­I 5. , 26659 
, 6 27382 
7 28291 
8 28862 
9 30003 
10 31040 
----_._-­
11 33790 
12 36540 
13 39185 
14 41081 
15 41779 
16 42489 
2011-2012 
23854 
24203 
24930 
25930 
27059 
27792 
28715 
29295 
30453 
31505 
-
34297 
37088 
39773 
41697 
42406 
43127 
-
2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 
24212 24575 24944 
24566 24935 25309 
25304 25683 26069 
._­
26319 26714 27115 
27464 27876 28294
_. --
- ----­
28209 28632 29062 
-
29146 29583 30027 
29735 30181 30634 
30909 31373 31844 
31978 32458 32945 
34811 35333 35863 
37644 38209 38782 
40369 40975 41590 
42322 42957 43602 
- ----_. 
43042 43687 44343 
43774 44430 45097 
-----_ .._­
All longevity increments are cumulative each year: 
2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 
After 5 years $600 $600 $600 $650 $650 
After 10 years $600 $600 $600 $650 $650 
After 15 years $625 $625 $625 $650 $650 
After 20 years $625 $625 $625 $675 $675 
After 25 years $650 $650 $650 $700 $700 
After 30 years $750 $750 $750 $775 $775 

